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ABSTRACT

MESOSTRUCTURAL CHARACTERIZATION AND PROBABILISTIC MODELING OF THE DESIGN LIMIT STATES OF PARALLEL STRAND LUMBER
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Directed by: Professor Sanjay R. Arwade

Over recent decades, the public tendency toward using the structural composite lumber (SCL), a common composite of wood made of wood strands or veneers glued and compressed together, as structural members (especially the main load bearing members such as beams and columns) has risen considerably. In contrast to the fast-paced market growth of these products, development is slow. The experimental development is gradual and time-consuming and the computational development is even slower. The objective of this project is to introduce appropriate numerical models for limit state analysis of a certain type of SCL material called PSL.

Parallel strand lumber (PSL), has mesostructures characterized by the presence of voids that renders the mesostructure highly heterogeneous. In addition to material phase aberrations such as grain angle variations and defects, void heterogeneities play an important role in determining the failure modes and strength of PSL. In this study,
virtual void structures were defined to form part of the input to finite element analysis of PSL for the purpose of investigating the sensitivity of strength to the void structure. Assuming the wood phase to be homogeneous and orthotropic, the following 2D and 3D characteristics of voids were investigated: volume fraction, volume, alignment and moments of inertia of voids, as well as second moment properties, lineal path function and chord length functions of the two phase mesostructure. In addition, a method was developed to generate virtual voids in order to simulate PSL and investigate the possible effects of the void distribution on material strength.

An experimental program along with a statistical survey was conducted to quantify the mentioned characteristics of the voids in two 133 mm * 133 mm * 610 mm 2.0 E Eastern Species PSL billets. As expected, most of the voids lie on the longitudinal direction of the specimen and have approximately an ellipsoidal shape. Based on this shape data, the characteristics of the ellipsoids which best fit the voids were calculated. Using the statistical data of the fitted ellipsoids, a random field of virtual ellipsoid shaped voids to simulate the mesostructure of PSL was generated.

In this study, the simulation of PSL material is based on two simplifying assumptions: 1) The wood phase is continuum, homogeneous and orthotropic. While in reality, the wood phase consists of glued wood strands that are heterogeneous due to their mechanical variability and only roughly orthotropic on a macro scale as a result of the varying fiber angle; 2) Voids are the mere source of uncertainty. The linear elastic analysis of carefully defined (in mesostructural aspect) PSL models can be the first step of mechanical study of the material. The effective modulus of elasticity of material in presence of voids and the distribution of conventional, principal and effective stresses considering the effect of volume fraction and shape of the voids are the target of this preliminary study. Linear elastic uniaxial analyses showed good mechanical consistency between the models including actual void shapes and the
models including ellipsoidal void representations. Also, they showed that the stress
mutliaxiality at the tip of the voids is negligible.

The study of mechanics of PSL is incomplete unless the question of material
anisotropy is taken into consideration. PSL is brittle in tension and ductile in compres-
sion. The material heterogeneity increases the complexity of the problem by af-
flecting the stress distribution in the member. A detailed nonlinear approach has been
proposed in order to investigate the mechanical behavior of PSL structural members
under different uniaxial loading scenarios. This approach introduces proper consti-
tutive models for the wood phase along with good void generation techniques. In
other words, this approach suggests what models should be used for the continuum-
assumed wood phase to simulate its brittle behavior in tension and ductile behavior
in compression; and moreover, tests the applicability and accuracy of ellipsoidal void
representation. The models are calibrated using the results of experiments on PSL
material.

Because of the brittle behavior, all wood products show significant mechanical
dependency to the member’s size under tensile loading. Once good constitutive model
and mesostructural simulation is found for tensile loading, it is easy to make and
analyze PSL models with different sizes and investigate the effect of size on mechanical
behavior. The simulation results have been compared to the available results of a
previously done experimental study.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1 Problem statement

Structural composite lumber (SCL) has become more and more popular in light-frame construction for the past decades as a reliable replacement for the traditional solid-sawn lumber (SSL). Under axial loading and bending, SCL is stronger than the conventional wood; however, this may not be true for shear strength [30]. As a result of the reduction and dispersion of wood knots and defects in the process of manufacturing, SCL has low uncertainties associated with material properties. The other important advantage of SCL is that the desired length and width of SCL can be economically produced regardless of the size of the trees available. Also, because many species can be used almost interchangeably, more timber harvested from a single stand can be utilized. The other advantages of SCL are its light weight, durability and dimensional stability (in comparison to other building materials).

Two commercially available types of SCL are laminated veneer lumber (LVL) and parallel strand lumber (PSL), both composed of thin laminations of wood compacted and glued together by phenol-resorcinol and phenol-formaldehyde based adhesives. The most common wood species used in SCL are Douglas-Fir, Southern Pine, Yellow Poplar and Aspen [33]. Although the PSL strands are aligned mainly in the longitudinal direction, they are more randomly oriented than the LVL veneers. Therefore, the probabilistic study of PSL seems to be more sophisticated. The mesostructure of PSL consists of wood strands, adhesive and the voids remaining after compaction. This
study will focus on the mesostructural characterization and probabilistic constitutive modeling of PSL.

The market for SCL products is large and growing. North American production of LVL alone is predicted to be more than 3 million cubic meters in 2015, up from 1.5 million cubic meters in 2000, an increase of 100% [3]. Just between 2003 and 2006, the consumption of engineered lumber products increased by 10%[5]. The same report identified substantial rise in consumption of wood products in 2006 by gaining market share from competitive non-wood products. In this gain, the share of engineered lumbers is more than the share of structural panels [5].

In spite of the significant increase in the production and demand of PSL, the development of computational tools for the analysis and design of PSL members has advanced very slowly. Research concerning the structural limit states of SCL is necessary in order to develop accurate computational tools for predicting the strength of engineered structures built of PSL. The commercialization of these tools to predict and simulate the response of PSL members can help to ease acceptance of PSL products in demanding structural applications, foster development of new wood composite products and provide economic and environmental benefits from increased structural and manufacturing efficiency. To this end, a comprehensive statistical characterization of the structural properties of PSL is needed. The mesostructural modeling techniques presented in this dissertation will represent a significant advance in the ability to predict the strength of PSL members based on fundamental mechanics.

1.2 Background and motivation

To the best of author’s knowledge, only a handful of studies have concentrated on finite element modeling of the constitutive properties of PSL. Triche and Hunt [48] developed a linear elastic finite element model capable of predicting the tensile strength and stiffness of parallel aligned wood strand composite a simplified version of PSL.
They used multi-axial failure criteria, including maximum stress theory and Tsai-Wu theory, but did not attempt to predict compressive, bending or any multi-axial stress states. In 1998, a study was carried out by Wang and Lam [50] in which a 3D nonlinear stochastic finite element model was used to estimate the probabilistic distribution of tensile strength of an academic wood composite. The model was verified through comparison with experimental data and reported excellent agreement. Later, Clouston and Lam developed a progressive computational model which, for the first time, provided a methodology to analyze multi-axial stress states of small coupons of PSL [18, 22]. The constitutive model was based on nonlinear plasticity theory defined by four basic constitutive regimes: elastic, elastoplastic, post-failure brittle, or post-failure ductile with associative flow and isotropic hardening. Also, orthotropic strength and stiffness parameters were random variables facilitating stochastic and probabilistic analysis of the material. The model successfully predicted cumulative probability distributions and simulated constitutive curves for small coupons of PSL in static compression, tension and bending.

To be reliable, the stochastic computational models of SCL, PSL in particular, should present a probabilistic model for the geometry of the material’s mesostructure. As mentioned before, two dominant features of the PSL mesostructure are wood strands and the voids remaining after compaction and adhesion. No matter whether the analyst tries to explicitly represent the mesostructure in the computational model or include it in continuum finite elements in an averaged sense, the statistics of the void phase geometry must be available. There are not many documents in engineering literature about the characterization of PSL mesostructure. Two important studies should be cited here. Ellis et al. [24] studied the macro-porosity of Parallam®, a structural wood-based product based on PSL technology, by two optical techniques. They used a video camera and a line scan camera to capture the voids of Parallam® in transmitted light and then analyzed the images. In an-
other work, Sugimori and Lam [45] used X-Ray computer tomography techniques on a 0.16×0.34×1.28m strand-based wood composite specimen and made a database of distribution of size and position of macro voids in 3D space. On the other hand, there are useful documents regarding the measurement and modeling the microstructure of other materials. The following paragraphs include a brief literature review about microstructural characterization of different materials.

The first step of characterization is micro/meso-structural measurement. Acoustic microscopy is a popular method to measure the microstructure of materials. This method has been addressed by Knauss et al. [36] for 3D measurement of short fatigue cracks in Al-Li alloys and also by Claire et al. [17] in order to study the local properties of wood. To evaluate the average porosity, pore radius and internal surface area of macroporous silicon structure, the impedance of pores was measured by Chaudhuri et al. [14]. They believe that this method can be extended to meso and microporous silicon if they have a regular columnar structure. Ghadbeigi et al. [26] studied the evolution of local plastic deformation in a dual-phase (DP) steel using Digital Image Correlation (DIC) and in-situ tensile testing inside a scanning electron microscope. They think that this procedure is very applicable for the measurement of local strain distributions. Serial sectioning is another interesting way of microstructure measurement in which the material structure is scanned and then measured section by section (or layer by layer). Matzke and Warren [40] used serial sectioning to follow the crack growth as a function of load in ThO2. Bystrzycki and Perzetakiewicz [13] reconstructed the 3D shapes of annealing twins in FCC metals by serial sectioning. Ye et al. [55] introduced an approach for characterization of the microstructure of cement-based materials by taking environment scanning electron microscopy (ESEM) images and applying a serial sectioning algorithm with an overlapping criterion. Their model provided a promising description of the evolution of cement paste microstructure including pores. Also, Garboczi [25] provided useful information on the geometry of
concrete aggregates measuring the shape of a broad range of actual aggregates and cement particles by X-ray computed tomography.

Modeling the microstructure based on the measurements is the other relevant characterization step that has attracted researchers for years. Graham et al. [28] proposed that the local constitutive properties in random composite microstructure be approximated by applying a moving window micromechanics technique which provides the basis for establishing the probability density function and power spectral density of the randomly varying constitutive properties. In one of the first attempts to model SCL, a nonlinear stochastic model has been formulated by Clouston and Lam [18] to simulate the stress-strain behavior of strand-based wood composites based on the constitutive properties of wood strands which is characterized within the framework of rate independent theory of orthotropic plasticity. Later, Clouston [19] added the length dimension to the model to allow the investigation of spatial variability. Bejo and Lang [10] proposed a probability based model to study the effect of the change in elastic properties on the performance of the product. They also modeled the orthotropic behavior of wood constituents due to their position in composite by theoretical/empirical equations. A model for spatial variation of the elastic modulus of PSL that is based on bending experiments has been described by Arwade et al. [6]. This work also includes a stochastic computational model that incorporates orthotropic elasticity and uncertainty in strand geometry and material properties. The same authors also investigated the variability of compressive strength of PSL by conducting the measurement of compressive strength on specimens of varying size with nominal identical mesostructure [7]. They also developed a computational model including the strand length, grain angle, elastic constants and parameters of Tsai-Hill failure surface. An experimental effort for SCL material characterization was performed by Janowiak et al. [33] applying the five point bending test and torsional stiffness measurement test evaluation methodologies. They also focused on axial test
under tensile and compressive loading condition for determination of longitudinal and transverse elastic moduli combined with in-plane Poisson’s ratio.

Although references on microstructural modeling of SCL are limited, one can find considerable number of documents about modeling of the microstructure of many other materials in the literature. A famous numerical model for concrete using spherical aggregates with volumes matching the volumes of actual aggregates has been proposed by Bentz et al [11]. In a comparable work, Bullard and Garboczi [12] proposed a microstructure model of cement hydration which is called Virtual Cement and Concrete Testing Laboratory (VCCTL). The model is able to digitize 3-D cement paste microstructures assuming that the shape of the particles is spherical. This work was utilized by Jennings et al. [34] to document the influence of time and other external factors on porosity and other microstructural changes of cement paste. They investigated the permeability of the cement paste as a function of porosity and used models of hydration to find out that the weight loss as a function of relative humidity affects the size distribution of pores. Gonella et al. [27] introduced a wave propagation simulation methodology based on Mindlin’s microelastic continuum theory [41] to study the effect of microstructure on wave propagation modes. A comparative study between the effect of uniform microstructure and pore clusters on elastic properties and fracture toughness of porous materials has been conducted by Cramer and Sevostianov [23]. They concluded that elastic properties are insensitive to the pore distribution but the fracture toughness is highly affected by the position of pores and the cluster shape. They randomly generated the microstructure of a porous material using the 2D version of molecular dynamics (MD) algorithm [47] and compared the results with an experimental study on aluminum sheets.

Asphalt as a heterogeneous and porous material has been under a wide investigation. Sadd et al. [43] used the finite element method to simulate the micromechanical response of the aggregate/binder system. The inter-particle load transfer was simu-
lated by a FE network including a 2D frame type finite element. The simulation was
done utilizing the damage model proposed by Ishikawa [32] and the displacements
were compared to the experimental results obtained by video imaging. Another
study on hot mix asphalt (HMA) has been done by Tashman et al. [46] applying
the advances in imaging technology to the characterization of HMA microstructure
including aggregate orientation distribution and shape properties, permeability and
3D microstructure reconstruction. They used the non-destructive X-Ray CT system
and image analysis techniques to separate the aggregates and quantify the distribu-
tions. Weib et al. [51] analyzed the deformation of crystalline structures by means of
scanning electron microscopy as well as local orientation analysis using back scatter
diffraction. This data can be used to describe the deformation behavior in non-
homogeneously deformed crystalline structures.

Focusing on softwood, Qing and Mishnaevsky [42] conducted a computational
micromechanical analysis of the influence of moisture, density and microstructure of
latewood on its hydroelastic and shrinkage properties. They employed a 3D hexagon-
shape hierarchical micromechanical model of softwood. Vasic et al. [49] explored for
appropriate and robust models of wood fracture. They think that linear elastic frac-
ture mechanics (LEFM) solutions are asymptotic with true solutions when systems
and members are large. While non-linear elastic fracture models such as fictitious
-crack model, bridge crack model and lattice fracture model are more powerful tools
for predicting unconstrained crack initiation, propagation and evolution. Sedighi-
Gilani and Navi [44] used a mixed lattice-continuum to consider the heterogeneity
and porosity of wood microstructure. The probable crack propagation volume was
modeled by defining a 3D lattice which is dimensionally dependent on microstructure
of wood and other regions were considered as continuum. Their simulation results
matched the experimental results.
In this study, the mesostructure of PSL has been measured based on a serial sectioning experiment done on a PSL billet followed by a computational approach to relate the measurements in each section and modeled by statistical 2D and 3D procedures. All specimens used for the mesostructural characterization studies were machined from 2.0E Eastern Species PSL billets manufactured by iLevel by Weyerhaueser. All specimens were conditioned to ambient laboratory conditions for one month before testing and reached an equilibrium moisture content of 8-11%.

1.3 Objectives and scope

This project seeks two major goals: (1) introduction of an appropriate method for the statistical investigation and characterization of mesostructure of 2.0 E Eastern Species PSL; and (2) development of a stochastic, computational constitutive model for PSL materials.

A series of analytical studies were conducted on the material. The question of material heterogeneity and anisotropy renders the task complicated. To satisfy the problem of heterogeneity, the mesostructural modeling technique should be stochastic. This model has been introduced in this dissertation. Now that the material heterogeneity can be taken into consideration, one should focus on the problem of anisotropy. Beginning with the compressive loading, the plastic behavior of PSL was the target of our next investigation. The data of the compressive experiments presented in the reference [7] were used to calibrate and validate the results of simulations. Since the data in the mentioned reference just included longitudinal compressive tests, an experimental study was also conducted to gather the data about compressive behavior of PSL in transverse and thru thickness directions.

The other important challenge in the study of mechanics of PSL is the size effect. Because of the brittle behavior, the tensile strength of wood and wood composite members is very dependent on their size [39, 9]. The probabilistic model for generation
of virtual mesostructure of PSL which is introduced in this dissertation paves the way
to investigate the problem of size effect more precisely. This model enables us to make
an arbitrarily sized finite element model of PSL, calculate the tensile strength and
consequently study the effect of size of the specimen on the tensile strength. The
experimental data listed in references [38, 21] was a good check-point for this study.
2.1 Experimental approach

Figure 2.1 shows the mesostructure of PSL which is consisted of wood strands, adhesive and voids. Wood strands make PSL anisotropic. The physical and mechanical variability in strands along with the voids cause the heterogeneity. While earlier observations of the void structure [20, 52, 53] resulted in the development of finite element models of single specimens of composite lumber, no statistical characterization has been developed yet for the void phase. Such a characterization is the primary goal of this study along with the explanation of a suitable probabilistic model for the void phase. In this study we focus on the mesostructure of PSL that has a high degree of heterogeneity and geometric randomness. The applied coordinate system has been shown in Fig.2.1 in which L, T and TT axes represent Longitudinal, Transverse and Thru Thickness directions of PSL respectively.

Beginning with two 133 x 133 x 610 mm billets of PSL (both cut from the same bigger billet) we used a serial sectioning and scanning approach to reconstruct the three dimensional void structure of the billet. T-TT sections were cut using a bandsaw with a 6 teeth per inch blade. These sections were then painted white to provide high contrast between the void phase and the solid wood phase. Painting the sections in this way eases identification of the void phases but obscures information regarding the strand geometry. Here we present results only regarding the void phase. Each section of the T-TT plane was scanned to a grayscale image at 100 pixels per inch.
These scans were then digitally stacked in the L direction to reconstruct the full three dimensional void structure of the billet. It was observed that the sections absorbed a small amount of moisture during the painting process, slightly expanding the sample in the T and TT directions by 0.8% in the T direction and 2% in the TT direction. The thickness of each section was measured at the time of cutting, and the sum of the section thicknesses was compared to the original longitudinal length of the specimens to establish the average saw kerf thickness. The average section thickness was found to be 2.75 mm and the average saw kerf thickness was found to be 1.30 mm. Given these measurements, each voxel in the three dimensional mesostructure reconstruction has physical dimensions (T-TT-L) of 0.252 x 0.248 x 4.02 mm. The whole experimental process has been done by research assistant Saranhip Rattanaserikiat.

The process of digitally stacking of the scans and void detection was one the most time consuming parts of the project. The idea was to check if each void voxel neighbors any other void voxel, and if so, consider the neighboring void voxels parts of a long (i.e. more than a voxel long) void. More than 17000 voids were found in the first billet, while the number of voids in the second billet exceeded 20000. Among
these voids, 43% of the voids in the first billet and 49% in the second billet were just one voxel long. Therefore, there are lots of tiny voids in a PSL specimen, but on the other hand, there are considerably large voids that theoretically can influence the mechanical behavior of material. The largest void in the first and second billets have respectively about 44000 and 72000 voxels. The codes written in MATLAB facilitated this data processing procedure.

2.2 Two dimensional Statistical characterization of the void structure

The distinctly anisotropic nature of the void structure is clearly visible in Fig. 2.2. In the T-TT view, voids look rather isotropic and uniformly dispersed; on the contrary, in the L-T and L-TT views, voids are obviously elongated in the L direction. The voids tend to spread correlated to the strand dimension. Therefore, since the wider dimension of the strands is predominantly oriented in T direction, the voids in L-T view apparently have larger size in the T direction than do the voids in L-TT view in TT direction. In other words, the aspect ratio of voids’ axes lengths in T-TT view (length of T axis over length of TT axis) is not one, but more (Tab. 2.1). The simplest characterization of the mesostructure is the volume fraction of the void phase, which for the first and second billets was respectively found to be 2.4% and 2.8%. More complete characterizations of the mesostructure would include the voids size distribution and some measure of the void shape. We begin with characterizations of two dimensional cross sections of the mesostructure such as those shown in Fig.2.2.

The basic statistics obtained from the 2D investigation has been presented in Tab. 2.1. The data shows that in both billets, the length aspect ratio in T-TT sections is about 2, while it is about 25 in L-T and L-TT sections. These values match what is observed in Fig.2.2.
Table 2.1. Statistics of the voids properties for three orthogonal sections obtained from 2D investigation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>First Billet</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>Second Billet</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T-TT</td>
<td>L-T</td>
<td>L-TT</td>
<td>T-TT</td>
<td>L-T</td>
<td>L-TT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Major Axis Length</td>
<td>Mean (mm)</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>9.6</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>9.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Median (mm)</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>St. Dev. (mm)</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td>11.4</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>12.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minor Axis Length</td>
<td>Mean (mm)</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Median (mm)</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>St. Dev. (mm)</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aspect Ratio</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>13.5</td>
<td>13.9</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>14.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Median</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>16.0</td>
<td>16.0</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>16.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>St. Dev.</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>6.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area</td>
<td>Mean $(mm^2)$</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>8.22</td>
<td>7.73</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>8.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Median $(mm^2)$</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>St. Dev. $(mm^2)$</td>
<td>2.28</td>
<td>25.35</td>
<td>21.99</td>
<td>2.23</td>
<td>28.91</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The two point probability function provides the characterization of spatial arrangement of the phases of a heterogeneous material [47]. Considering the heterogeneous material to occupy a domain $\Omega$ and to consist of two phases that occupy $\Omega_1$ and $\Omega_2$ such that $\Omega_1 \cup \Omega_2 = \Omega$ and $\Omega_1 \cap \Omega_2 = \phi$. The two point probability function is defined to be:

$$S_1(x_1, x_2) = Pr(x_1 \in \Omega_1 \cap x_2 \in \Omega_1)$$ (2.1)

the probability that both points $x_1$ and $x_2$ are in phase 1. When $x_1 = x_2$ the value of this function is simply the volume fraction of phase 1. And when $x_1$ and $x_2$ are widely separated, their probabilities of occurrence do not affect each other (i.e. the points are uncorrelated and statistically independent), therefore the value of function approaches the product of probabilities that either points are in phase 1 which equals the square of phase 1 volume fraction. This function contains essentially the same information as the spatial correlation function:
\[ r(x_1, x_2) = E[1_{x_1 \in \Omega_1} \times 1_{x_2 \in \Omega_1}] \]  

in which \( E[.] \) is the expectation operator and \( 1[.] \) is an indicator function. In the case where the heterogeneous material is stationary and statistically isotropic, the two point probability function depends only on \( d = ||x_1 - x_2|| \). If, on the other hand, the material is stationary but statistically anisotropic the two point probability function can be defined as a function of \( d = ||x_1 - x_2|| \) and \( \theta = \arctan((x_2) - (x_1))/(x_2 - x_1)) \) the distance of separation between the two points and the angle between a line connecting the two points and the \( x_1 \) axis \( (x_i)_j \) is the \( j \)th component of the position vector \( x_i \). We have estimated the two point probability functions in the T-TT, L-T, and L-TT planes of the first billet, treating phase 1 as the void phase (Fig. 2.3) which clearly show the anisotropy present in the L-T and L-TT planes. The T, L and L directions correspond to \( \theta = 0 \) in the three figures showing that the voids are elongated in the L direction, and perhaps very slightly in the T direction for the T-TT plane. A mild anisotropy in the T-TT plane is supported by the deviation of the mean aspect ratio from unity in the T-TT plane. One can observe that the decay lengths of the two point probability functions correspond to the average dimensions of the voids in the various material directions on the various planes.

Another useful statistical measure for void 2D characterization is the lineal path function. For statistically isotropic media, lineal path function is defined as probability that a line segment of length \( z \) lies wholly in void phase when randomly thrown into the sample [47]. Naturally when the length of the line is zero, the lineal path function is equal to the void volume fraction; and when the line length is infinite, the lineal path function equals zero. Figure 2.4 illustrates the lineal path function evaluated in the T-TT, L-T, and L-TT planes of the first billet. The results are similar to the two point probability function. This similarity shows the fact that the voids in
PSL do not have wry and crooked shapes; therefore, when two points are in the void phase, the line connecting them is most probably in the same phase.

The last measure to obtain the 2D characteristics of voids is the chord length density function which is defined as the probability of finding a chord of length between \( z \) and \( z + dz \) in void phase [47]. This measure is useful for the estimation of average void length. Based on the definition, when the chord length is zero, the chord length density function is equal to 1 and when the length is infinite, the function equals zero. Figure 2.5 displays the chord length density functions in the TT, T, and L directions in the first billet. The results clearly show that the longitudinal direction contains larger void lengths and that the voids in the L-T and L-TT sections are elongated, with average aspect ratios of approximately 10, in L direction.

Because 1) too many figures related to billet one have been put in this dissertation, and 2) our investigation showed that the statistics of these two billets are not significantly different, it is efficient not double the number of figures and just display the statistics of the first billet. This method has also been kept in the other sections throughout this dissertation. The tables, nevertheless, contain the data of both billets.

### 2.3 Three dimensional characterization of the voids structure

#### 2.3.1 Direct characterization

The voids occupy 2.4% and 2.8% of the volume of first and second billets. Although in both billets the mean value of individual void’s volume is 11 \( mm^3 \), the median of void volume is much less (0.5 \( mm^3 \) that equals the volume of two voxels). This fact illustrates that the void volume distribution is highly skewed. Figure 2.6 along with the calculated values of skewness (40 in the first and 60 in the second billet), kurtosis (2250 in the first and 5100 in the second billet) and standard devia-
tion (150 mm\(^3\) in the first and 180 mm\(^3\) in the second billet) confirm this conclusion. Another sign of the skewness: although 43%/49% of voids in the first/second billet are one-voxel voids, in both billets they form just 1% of the whole void volume. While the largest void in the first/second billet represent 6%/8% of the void volume; i.e. the volume of one void is 6/8 times of the sum of the volumes of thousands of voids.

To get a sense about the three dimensional shape of the voids, one can employ the mass moment of inertia. The main difference between mass moment of inertia and area moment of inertia (the parameter that is widely used in solid mechanics) is that the term of length appears by the power of 5 in the equation of mass moment of inertia while it has the power of 4 in the equation of area moment of inertia. The other difference is that the density of the material affects mass moment of inertia but does not have any influence on area moment of inertia. Here, since the shape of voids is of interest, the density of voids was arbitrarily set to be 1 when calculating the moments of inertia. The values of each void’s principal mass moments of inertia has been calculated and studied. If the void’s mass moment of inertia is equal about all principal axes, the void has a spherical shape. But if the mass moment of inertia about one principal axis is larger than its value about another principal axis, the length of the first principal axis is less than the second one’s length. The statistical study shows that the distributions of void principal mass moments of inertia are significantly skewed. Table 2.2 and Fig. 2.7 show the statistical data and normalized distributions of the principal moments of inertia respectively. In this paper, \(I_{11}\) is the moment of inertia about the major principal axis of void; hence it is the smallest principal moment of inertia, while \(I_{33}\) which is the moment of inertia about the minor principal axis is naturally the largest one. Considering the values stated in Tab. 2.2 one can conclude that the length, shape and distribution of the voids are similar in the tested billets. All the corresponding statistical data of moments of inertia are of
the same order; hence the void statistics is homogeneous inside the billets that are cut from a bigger PSL billet.

**Table 2.2.** Statistical data of the voids principal mass moments of inertia in both billets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mean ($mm^5$)</th>
<th>Median ($mm^5$)</th>
<th>St. Deviation ($mm^5$)</th>
<th>Skewness</th>
<th>Kurtosis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Billet</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_{11}$</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>15000</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>6100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_{22}$</td>
<td>36000</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>1540000</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>6300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_{33}$</td>
<td>36300</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>1550000</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>6300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Second Billet</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_{11}$</td>
<td>750</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>81000</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>19300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_{22}$</td>
<td>43000</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>2270000</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>13500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_{33}$</td>
<td>43600</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>2280000</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>13200</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The other important parameter that can help us to detect the shape of the voids is the aspect ratio of the principal moments of inertia. Figure 2.8 displays how the aspect ratios are distributed.

It is clear in the three figures above that in most of the voids, $I_{11}$ is much smaller than the two other almost equal principal moments of inertia, $I_{22}$ and $I_{33}$. Therefore, in most of the voids, one of the principal axes is much larger than the other two almost equal axes. This conclusion is in agreement with the results taken from chord length density functions (Fig. 2.5).

Since the ultimate goal of this study is to generate random voids virtually and use them in the study of mechanics of PSL for making arbitrarily sized PSL models, the correlation coefficients of principal moments of inertia are as important as their distribution. Here are the matrices of correlation coefficients of principal moments of inertia for both billets:

$$
\rho_{I_{first}} = \begin{bmatrix}
1 & 0.96 & 0.96 \\
0.96 & 1 & 1 \\
0.96 & 1 & 1
\end{bmatrix}
$$

(2.3)
\[ \rho_{I_{\text{second}}} = \begin{bmatrix} 1 & 0.27 & 0.30 \\ 0.27 & 1 & 1 \\ 0.30 & 1 & 1 \end{bmatrix} \] (2.4)

The major and second major moments of inertia (i.e. \( I_{33} \) and \( I_{22} \)) are perfectly correlated. This is because of the fact that most of the voids grow just in longitudinal direction and have the aspect ratio in the order of 1 in T-TT sections.

Histograms of the coordinates of each void’s centroid along the transverse, thru thickness and longitudinal directions have been shown in Fig. 2.9. The distribution of coordinates along the transverse and thru thickness directions is uniform, but there is a little doubt about the longitudinal direction. Figure 2.9(c) shows that the frequency of the presence of the centroids at the longitudinal edges is more than the other locations. One possible explanation is that the distribution has been disturbed at the edges due to the process of cutting the billet; and since the voids are much longer in longitudinal direction, this effect is more tangible for the distribution of centroids in this direction. To test this hypothesis, a 10000×1000 mm rectangular domain containing 10000 uniformly distributed identical 10×0.5 mm rectangles was assumed (Fig.2.10). Now, if cutting the edges of rectangular domain results in the distortion of distribution of the coordinates of rectangles’ centroids, the hypothesis will be confirmed. Figures 2.11 shows the distribution of coordinates of rectangles’ centroids after cutting 500 mm from each side of domain’s length and 50 mm from each side of domain’s width. The hypothesis appears to be true.

The direction of the voids, i.e. their angle with the coordinate axes, is another piece of data required for void characterization. In the bottom right corner of Fig. 2.12, the orientation of major principal axis of each void is depicted by a line with unit length. Figure 2.12 presents the same data in stereographic form. Each point
represents the projection of intersection of the lines shown in the figure at the corner with a sphere with unit radius centered at the origin in T-TT plane. Obviously, almost all of the voids are aligned along the interval of -30° to 30° of the longitudinal direction. A few voids have made larger angles with the longitudinal direction; these voids are either very short or spherical. Therefore, it is reasonable to accept that all voids in PSL are aligned in the longitudinal direction or make small angles with this direction.

Finally, Fig. 2.13 shows the distribution of angles that the projections of voids major axis in x-z (T-L) and y-z (TT-L) planes make with z-axis (longitudinal direction). These figures confirm that most of the voids are aligned along longitudinal direction. The principal angles were found to be uncorrelated.

### 2.3.2 Characterization through equivalent ellipsoids

In order to provide a methodology to generate virtual voids, it is reasonably favorable to approximate the actual shape of the voids with ellipsoids. The observations and statistical data show that ellipsoidal shape might be a good approximation for actual void shape. This section is allocated to the verification of this hypothesis. Working with the ellipsoidal shapes instead of the actual arbitrary shapes eases the understanding of void characteristics and simulation of voids by finite element models.

Let a void be modeled by an ellipsoid with centroid c and major axis half-length $R_1$ and minor axis half-lengths $R_2$ and $R_3$. The volume of such an ellipsoid is given by:

$$V = \frac{4}{3} \pi R_1 R_2 R_3$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.5)

Based on the void geometry shown in Figs. 2.6, 2.7 and Tab. 2.2, a reasonable initial assumption is that the ellipsoid’s major radius $R_1$ is aligned with the void’s major principal axis (based on Fig.2.12, in most cases L direction), the second minor radius
$R_2$ is aligned with the void’s second minor principal axis (in most cases T direction), and the minor radius $R_3$ is aligned with the void’s minor principal axis (in most cases TT direction). Assuming the unit density, the principal moments of inertia of the ellipsoid are then:

$$I_{11} = \frac{V(R_2^2 + R_3^2)}{5} \quad (2.6)$$

$$I_{22} = \frac{V(R_1^2 + R_3^2)}{5} \quad (2.7)$$

$$I_{33} = \frac{V(R_1^2 + R_2^2)}{5} \quad (2.8)$$

The goal of this model would be to calibrate the mean ellipse dimensions $R_1$, $R_2$, and $R_3$ to the statistics of chapter 2 and choose distributions of these parameters to match at least the second moment properties of the void mesostructure. It must be noted that setting Eqs. 2.5, 2.6, 2.7 and 2.8 equal to the mean values in Tab. 2.2 results in an over-determined system of equations that may not have an acceptable solution (4 equations but 3 unknowns). An appropriate way to tackle this problem is to eliminate two unknowns (e.g. $R_2$ and $R_3$) by combining the equations and form two equations dependent on just one unknown (e.g. $R_1$). We now can minimize the square root of sum of the squares of these two equations and find the only remaining unknown. For example, by combining the Eqs. 2.5, 2.6, 2.7 and 2.8, one can conclude:

$$R_1^2 + \left[ \frac{3V}{4\pi R_1 \sqrt{\frac{5I_{33}}{V} - R_1^2}} \right]^2 + \frac{5I_{22}}{V} = 0 \quad (2.9)$$

$$\left( \frac{5I_{33}}{V} - R_1^2 \right) + \left[ \frac{3V}{4\pi R_1 \sqrt{\frac{5I_{33}}{V} - R_1^2}} \right]^2 + \frac{5I_{11}}{V} = 0 \quad (2.10)$$
Note that \( V, I_{11}, I_{22} \) and \( I_{33} \) are the geometric properties of voids. \( R_1 \) is computable by minimizing SRSS of Eqs. 2.9 and 2.10. Once \( R_1 \) is calculated, \( R_2 \) and \( R_3 \) can be found using the following equations:

\[
R_2 = \sqrt{\frac{5I_{33}}{V} - R_1^2} \quad (2.11)
\]

\[
R_3 = \frac{3V}{4\pi R_1 R_2} \quad (2.12)
\]

Figure 2.14 shows the distribution of radii of the equivalent ellipsoids. Expectedly, these distributions look like the distributions of the corresponding moments of inertia (Fig. 2.7).

And here are the histograms displaying the distributions of moments of inertia and the radii aspect ratios. While the moments of inertia of equivalent ellipsoids (Fig. 2.15) match well the moments of inertia of actual voids (Fig. 2.7), the aspect ratios of radii (Fig. 2.16) do not have the same distribution as the aspect ratios of voids’ moments of inertia (Fig. 2.8). This is not surprising, because the radii do not have linear relationship with moments of inertia; and also, all three radii have a contribution to the aspect ratios of moments of inertia.

Table 2.3. Comparison of the statistics of the voids of both PSL billets with equivalent ellipsoids

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Median</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( I_{11} )</td>
<td>( I_{22} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Billet</td>
<td>Void</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Eq. Ellipsoid</td>
<td>275</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second Billet</td>
<td>Void</td>
<td>750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Eq. Ellipsoid</td>
<td>710</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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The matrices of correlation coefficients of the equivalent ellipsoid radii are as follows:

\[
\rho_{R_{\text{first}}} = \begin{bmatrix}
1 & 0.81 & 0.28 \\
0.81 & 1 & 0.34 \\
0.28 & 0.34 & 1
\end{bmatrix}
\tag{2.13}
\]

\[
\rho_{R_{\text{second}}} = \begin{bmatrix}
1 & 0.69 & 0.32 \\
0.69 & 1 & 0.27 \\
0.32 & 0.27 & 1
\end{bmatrix}
\tag{2.14}
\]

2.4 Probabilistic model for PSL mesostructure

Once the distributions of equivalent ellipsoids are obtained, one can generate virtual ellipsoidal voids with randomly generated radii, alignments and locations. Given that no clustering of voids was observed in the mesostructure, the centroids of the voids can be modeled by uniform distribution (Fig. 2.9). But no mathematically known and defined distribution can be fitted to the distributions of ellipsoid radii (Fig. 2.14) and void principal angles (Fig. 2.13). The translation model [8] was used to generate non-Gaussian random radii and angles with specified marginal target distributions and correlation functions (Eqs.2.3 and 2.13).

Suppose that the generation of a correlated non-Gaussian random vector, \( \mathbf{Z} \in \mathbb{R}^d \), with components \( Z_i \), mean \( \mathbf{\mu} \) and covariance matrix \( \mathbf{c} \) defined by \( \mathbf{c} = E[(\mathbf{Z} - \mathbf{\mu})(\mathbf{Z} - \mathbf{\mu})^T] \) is of interest (where \( E(.) \) is the expectation operator). According to the translation method, first a vector of uncorrelated Gaussian random variables, \( \mathbf{Y} \in \mathbb{R}^d \) with components \( Y_i \), is generated. Choleski decomposition this vector to a correlated Gaussian vector, \( \mathbf{Y}' \) with components \( Y'_i \), using the target correlation coefficients \( (c_{ij}) \). This new correlated Gaussian vector can be transformed to a correlated non-Gaussian
random vector, \( \mathbf{Z} \), using the experimental cdf obtained from the target distributions. The transformation is given by:

\[
Z_i = F^{-1}(\Phi(Y_i'))
\]  

(2.15)

where \( F(z) \) is the cumulative distribution function (cdf) of \( \mathbf{Z} \) and \( \Phi(.) \) is the standard (mean zero, unit variance) Gaussian cdf. In the case of this study, \( \mathbf{Z} \) can be the vector of major (or any other type of) ellipsoid radii whose cumulative distribution function \( (F(z)) \) has been evaluated empirically from the data of fitted equivalent ellipsoids.

Figure 2.17 shows the distribution of the volume of virtually generated ellipsoidal voids which acceptably matches the distribution of the volume of actual voids in the first billet(Fig. 2.6). Therefore, one can generate virtual voids based on the statistical data provided in chapter 3 and virtually generate a PSL specimen with any arbitrary size.

Figure 2.18 displays the distributions of the radii of virtual ellipsoidal voids. They properly match the distributions of the radii of equivalent ellipsoids shown in Fig.2.14. It is also important that the correlation coefficients of virtual radii match the actual values; Eq. 2.16 shows a good agreement between correlation coefficients. Hence, the generation of virtual voids with the size and size correlation similar to actual ones is absolutely possible.

\[
\rho_R = \begin{bmatrix}
1 & 0.78 & 0.25 \\
0.78 & 1 & 0.29 \\
0.25 & 0.29 & 1 \\
\end{bmatrix}
\]  

(2.16)

Figures 2.19 , 2.20 and 2.21 are the other signs that the size and shape of the virtual voids are the same as actual voids in the first billet. More details about the
comparison of the moments of inertia of actual and virtual voids have been presented in Table 2.4.

**Table 2.4.** Comparison of the statistics of actual and virtual voids

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mean $I_{11}$ (mm$^5$)</th>
<th>Mean $I_{22}$ (mm$^5$)</th>
<th>Mean $I_{33}$ (mm$^5$)</th>
<th>Correlation $\rho_{12}$</th>
<th>Correlation $\rho_{13}$</th>
<th>Correlation $\rho_{23}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Actual</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>36000</td>
<td>36300</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virtual</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>44800</td>
<td>45100</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Since the location of virtual voids has been randomly selected based on the uniform distribution, there is no doubt that the centroids of virtual voids (Fig. 2.22) are distributed in the same manner as the centroids of actual voids (Fig. 2.9).

To make sure that the orientation of virtual voids follows the actual orientations, one can compare Fig. 2.23 to Fig. 2.13. Note that the angles of more than 10° have been neglected due to their rare appearance in the distribution of the actual angles.

All in all, regarding the size, shape, location and alignment of the voids, the randomly generated virtual ellipsoidal voids have the same statistical data as the actual voids observed in the first PSL billet.

### 2.5 Problem of Outlier Ellipsoids

There are some equivalent ellipsoids (ellipsoids which have been fitted to actual voids) with unreasonable aspect ratios in T-TT sections (aspect ratios larger than 20). We call these ellipsoids outliers. Despite the fact that the method of fitting proper ellipsoids to voids is sound, the outliers are caused by the bifurcation of voids. In other words, when actual voids have different branches laying along different directions (like voids highlighted in Fig.2.24), the method explained before to fit ellipsoids to actual voids does not work favorably and results in ellipsoids with unreasonable aspect ratio in T-TT plane.
We decided to eliminate the outliers (which form 38% of the whole ellipsoidal void volume fraction) and define new ellipsoids with lower aspect ratios in T-TT section. In this method which is called method#2, the lengths of the axes of each ellipsoid are assumed to be equal to the distance between the maximum and minimum voxel coordinates of the corresponding void in each direction. The volume of this ellipsoid is certainly equal or larger than the void. The lengths of axes of ellipsoid are then scaled down so that ellipsoid’s volume matches the corresponding void volume. This method was applied to the outliers and the result showed that the new ellipsoids generated by this method are more circular in T-TT section but shorter in L direction. Therefore, the moments of inertia of the new ellipsoids do not match that of the voids. We decided to neglect this defect and use the new ellipsoids generated by method#2 instead of the outliers. The location of the center and orientation of the new ellipsoids are the same as the outliers. Figure 2.25 shows a T-TT section including equivalent ellipsoids which have been modified using method#2.

The other problem related to method#2 may happen when models consisting of actual voids and equivalent ellipsoids are to be made and compared mechanics-wise. The problem is that by changing the shape of the ellipsoids (especially their length), the volume fraction of the voids in a model of actual voids with a certain size may differ from the volume fraction of equivalent ellipsoids in a model of the same size taken from exactly the same position in the parent billet. In such cases, it was decided to change the position of the models including equivalent ellipsoids in the parent billet so that the volume fractions match.
Figure 2.2. Three section views through the three dimensional reconstruction of the PSL mesostructure. Black regions represent void and white regions represent wood strands.
Figure 2.3. Two point probability functions for the first PSL billet
Figure 2.4. Lineal path functions for the first PSL billet
Figure 2.5. Chord length density function in all three directions of the first PSL billet

Figure 2.6. Distribution of volume of the first PSL billet voids
(a) minor principal MOI  
(b) second major principal MOI  
(c) major principal MOI

Figure 2.7. Distribution of principal moments of inertia of the first PSL billet voids
Figure 2.8. Distribution of aspect ratio of principal moments of inertia of the first PSL billet voids
Figure 2.9. Distribution of the coordinates of centroid of the first PSL billet voids

Figure 2.10. Hypothetical rectangular domain containing 10000 uniformly distributed identical rectangles before (solid edges) and after (dashed edges) the edge crop
Figure 2.11. Distribution of the coordinates of centroid of the hypothetical rectangles after the edge crop

Figure 2.12. Stereographic projection of the voids in the first billet with respect to longitudinal axis
Figure 2.13. Distribution of the angle that the major principal axis of voids in the first billet makes with the longitudinal direction

Figure 2.14. Distribution of the radii of equivalent ellipsoids fitted to the voids of first billet
Figure 2.15. Distribution of the principal moments of inertia of equivalent ellipsoids fitted to the voids of first billet
Figure 2.16. Distribution of the radius aspect ratios of equivalent ellipsoids fitted to the voids of first billet

Figure 2.17. Distribution of the volume of randomly generated virtual ellipsoids
Figure 2.18. Distribution of the radii of randomly generated virtual ellipsoids
Figure 2.19. Distribution of principal moments of inertia of randomly generated virtual ellipsoids
Figure 2.20. Distribution of the radius aspect ratios of randomly generated virtual ellipsoids
Figure 2.21. Distribution of aspect ratio of principal moments of inertia of randomly generated virtual ellipsoids
Figure 2.22. Distribution of the coordinates of centroid of randomly generated virtual ellipsoids

(a) transverse direction
(b) thru thickness direction
(c) longitudinal direction

Figure 2.23. Distribution of the angle that the major principal axis of randomly generated virtual ellipsoids makes with the longitudinal direction
Figure 2.24. Bifurcation of actual voids causes the generation of outlier equivalent ellipsoids

Figure 2.25. A T-TT section of ellipsoidal voids including modified outliers
3.1 Problem Statement

This study is being conducted to test the hypothesis that the virtual ellipsoidal voids (section 2.4) can be an appropriate replacement for the actual voids. The change in the shape of the voids, i.e. the transformation of arbitrarily shaped voids which could have sharp tips into smooth ellipsoids, may affect the distribution of stresses. There is no guarantee that a finite element model including the ellipsoidal voids can detect the stress concentration usually seen at the tip of actual voids. Also, the void tips may cause local multiaxiality. Local multiaxiality is the term used in this report to address the existence of large stresses in the directions other than the direction of loading (here the large stress means of the same order of magnitude as that of the stress along the direction of loading). It is necessary to investigate if the ellipsoidal voids are able to model the local multiaxiality.

Comparison of the results of linear analysis of a model including actual voids with that of a model including corresponding equivalent ellipsoids is the first step required to be done to fulfill this study. Since the models are taken from exactly the same location in PSL billet, and also because the location and orientation of equivalent ellipsoids are the same as that of the voids, the only difference is the shape of the voids. The linear analysis of the orthotropic material may be able to show the effect of void shape on both stress concentration and local multiaxiality. It is necessary to conduct the analyses under uniaxial loading in three main material directions and
check the stress distribution in all loading cases. The normal stresses (stresses along the material directions) control the ductile failure of PSL under compression; however, the principal stresses are important for the brittle failure under tension. Therefore, the distribution of these stresses must be checked and if they match in both void models, it is shown that the void shape does not affect the stress state of material. On the other hand, if the stress distributions do not match but the mean and median of stresses match, a nonlinear study should be conducted to clarify if the ellipsoidal shape is usable for a certain type of simulations (e.g. compressive simulation) or not.

Three loading scenarios, namely, uniaxial compressive loadings along the three main material directions, have been selected for the linear analyses. Under each type of loading, a model including actual voids and a model including equivalent ellipsoids are analyzed. To summarize the linear study, totally 6 simulations have been carried out scrutinized.

### 3.2 Material Properties and Finite Element Modeling

The material consists of two phases, wood and void. The wood phase is considered elastic orthotropic with elastic moduli $E_L=13000$ MPa, $E_T = 650$ MPa and $E_{TT}=650$ MPa in L, T and TT directions respectively. The value of $E_L$ has been taken from Wood Handbook [4]. $E_T$ and $E_{TT}$ have been calculated using Eq. 3.1 presented in [35].

$$E_2 = E_3 = \frac{1}{20} E_1$$

(3.1)

In our case, the directions 1, 2 and 3 respectively correspond with L, T and TT directions. The values of shear moduli are associated with the 2.0E SP PSL material (not merely the wood phase) based on the measurement of Janowiak et al. [33]. The Poisson’s ratios have been chosen so that the inequalities (Eqs. 3.2,3.3,3.4) used in the
software ADINA to guarantee the stiffness matrix is positive definite hold. ADINA takes the values of \( \nu_{12}, \nu_{13} \) and \( \nu_{23} \) from the user and calculates the other ratios using Eq. 3.5 [35, 4]. Table 3.1 includes the material elastic properties used in this study.

\[
\nu_{12} < \sqrt{\frac{E_2}{E_1}} \quad (3.2)
\]

\[
\nu_{13} < \sqrt{\frac{E_3}{E_1}} \quad (3.3)
\]

\[
\nu_{12}\nu_{13}\nu_{23} < 0.5\left(1 - \nu_{12}^2 \frac{E_1}{E_2} - \nu_{13}^2 \frac{E_1}{E_3} - \nu_{23}^2 \frac{E_2}{E_3}\right) \quad (3.4)
\]

\[
\frac{\nu_{ij}}{E_i} = \frac{\nu_{ji}}{E_j} \quad (3.5)
\]

**Table 3.1.** Elastic constants of PSL strands

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Constant</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( E_L )</td>
<td>13000 MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( E_T )</td>
<td>650 MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( E_{TT} )</td>
<td>650 MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \nu_{LT} )</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \nu_{LTT} )</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \nu_{TTT} )</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( G_{LT} )</td>
<td>500 MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( G_{LTT} )</td>
<td>400 MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( G_{TTT} )</td>
<td>85 MPa</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The linear analyses have been done separately for each of the three loading cases on orthotropic 25×25×76 mm PSL models (the model’s longest side is always along
the direction of loading). All the simulations have been uniaxial compressive along each material direction and displacement control with the total displacement of 1 mm (total strain of 1.3%).

The size of each finite element is the same as the digital voxels, $0.25 \times 0.25 \times 4.02$ mm in T, TT and L directions respectively. This size may not be very good for the loadings in T and TT directions. We will try to examine the effect of this aspect ratio in a later part of this chapter. ADINA’s 3D-solid element has been selected to represent each finite element in the simulations. This element has rectangular prism shape with 8 nodes and 24 degrees of freedom (3 DOFs for each node). Obviously, no finite element has been allocated to the void phase.

The boundary conditions are only applied to the nodes at the base of each model. In all models, one of the base nodes is constrained along the three displacement directions and the other base nodes are just constrained along the direction of loading. Figure 3.1 displays schematically the dimensions, loading and boundary conditions of the models.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=0.5\textwidth]{figure3.1.png}
\caption{A schematic sketch of finite element models of PSL made for uniaxial linear and nonlinear analyses}
\end{figure}
The size of the PSL billet from which the finite element models are taken is 110×120×600 mm. The position of the lower left corner of the model used for the loading in L direction is \((X_T=51\, mm, \, Y_{TT}=51\, mm, \, Z_L=102\, mm)\) in the parent PSL billet. In the models used for loading in T and TT directions, the position of the lower left corner are respectively \((X_T=0, \, Y_{TT}=51\, mm, \, Z_L=102\, mm)\) and \((X_T=38\, mm, \, Y_{TT}=5\, mm, \, Z_L=102\, mm)\). Note that, from now on, all the models are taken from the first billet characterized in chapter 2. So, the word “parent billet” always refers to the first billet.

### 3.3 Effect of Aspect Ratio of Finite Elements on Accuracy of Results

As mentioned in the last section, since the size of voxels is 0.25×0.25×4.02 mm in T, TT and L directions respectively, it is easier to make 3D solid finite elements with the same size. Also, the processor and memory limits of our available computers force us not to make very large models. A 25×25×76 mm PSL model contains about 210000 finite elements with the mentioned size. This is a rather large model. Making and analyzing larger models will increase the cost of simulations. On the other hand, it should be verified that the current aspect ratio of finite elements does not spoil the accuracy of analysis. Especially, this aspect ratio might be problematic when the uniaxial loading is along T or TT directions, because in these cases, the largest dimension of finite elements is perpendicular to the loading direction. The following test simulations have been done for the purpose of estimating the accuracy of analysis when the mentioned finite elements are used.

Two 25×25×25 mm PSL models including actual voids taken from exactly the same location in the parent billet have been made. The difference between these two models is that the first model is made of 0.25×0.25×4.02 mm finite elements (called coarse elements), while the length of finite elements along L direction in the
second model is one third of that of first model; hence, the second model is made of 0.25×0.25×1.34 mm finite elements (called fine elements). The numbers of elements in the first and second models are respectively about 70000 and 210000.

Material elastic properties are based on the values of Table 3.1 and loading method and boundary conditions are the same as the ones displayed in Fig.3.1. Loading has been set to be a 1 mm compressive displacement (4% strain) along TT direction. The analysis is linear, therefore, there is no problem to apply the displacement in just one step.

Figures 3.2 and 3.3 show the distribution of normal and principal stresses in the two models under investigation. Also, the statistics of these stresses are listed in Table 3.2. The statistics imply that the model made of coarse elements is able to simulate the overall material’s state of stress as accurate as the model made of fine elements, that is why the means, medians and standard deviations are very close. However, coarse elements cannot catch maximum local stresses that probably occur at the vicinity of large voids. This can be problematic especially in tensile nonlinear simulations where the material behavior is brittle. All in all, it is practical to accept the slight inaccuracy due to the failure to catch maximum local stresses and, instead, decrease the cost of analyses by using the coarse finite elements.

Table 3.2. Statistics of stresses in two models made of coarse and fine finite elements under compressive loading in TT direction (all values in MPa)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stress</th>
<th>Coarse Elements</th>
<th>Fine Elements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>Median</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma_x$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma_y$</td>
<td>-20.3</td>
<td>-22.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma_z$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma_1$</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma_2$</td>
<td>-0.9</td>
<td>-0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma_3$</td>
<td>-20.7</td>
<td>-23.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.4 Results of Analyses

3.4.1 Effective elastic moduli

All the simulations are uniaxial (i.e. the axial loading is applied just in one direction and the boundary conditions are selected such that the macroscopic state of stress is uniaxial). Therefore the effective elastic modulus (in the direction of loading) can be calculated by dividing the total stress induced at the base of the model by the total strain applied. Total stress equals sum of the base reactions over the total cross-sectional area. Having done these calculations, the resulting values of effective elastic moduli in L, T and TT directions in the models including actual voids are respectively 12700 MPa, 593 MPa and 536 MPa. The same properties in the models consisting of equivalent ellipsoids are equal to 12700 MPa, 535 MPa and 556 MPa (respectively 0, -9.8% and 3.7% difference). The replacement of ellipsoids does not cause a considerable change in the effective elastic modulus. Specifically, the elastic modulus in L direction (which is the largest and usually most important one) is less sensitive to the shape of the voids.

3.4.2 Reactions

Since the output of the software ADINA is going to be shown, it is necessary to mention the notation applied in the software. In ADINA the T, TT and L directions have been respectively addressed as the directions x, y and z. In all the figures which will be shown in the following sections, the ADINA notation has been used. The reaction forces induced at the constrained nodes covering the base of the model show substantial variabilities (Figs. 3.4, 3.5 and 3.6). For the loading in T (or x) direction, the coefficients of variation of reactions for actual and equivalent models are 32% and 30% respectively. When the model was loaded in TT (or y) direction, the coefficients of variation were higher than the corresponding values for T direction. They also do not properly match in actual and equivalent models. For actual model, COV is
52%, but for equivalent model it drops to 31%. The least variability and the most agreement between two void model was seen in the loading in L (or z) direction. The coefficients of variation are 13% and 12%. The interesting point is that all the histograms contain two peak points. The reason is not clear for the author. All in all, one can see an acceptable agreement between the distribution of reactions in the two void models.

3.4.3 Stresses

To address the questions of effect of void shape on stress concentration and multi-axiality, the corresponding normal stresses along the material directions, the principal stresses and the shear stresses should all be compared in the models of actual voids and equivalent ellipsoids. Each model is consisted of about 200000 finite elements, therefore the most appropriate way to study the stresses is to investigate the statistics of the element stresses. Each element’s stress is calculated by taking the average over the same type stresses of all Gauss points within the element (8 Gauss point per element).

Figures 3.7, 3.8 and 3.9 show the distributions of normal stresses along the three material directions under the uniaxial compressive loading in T, TT and L directions respectively. The histograms on the left columns display the element stress distribution in the models of actual voids and the histograms on the right columns are the element stress distributions in the corresponding models of equivalent ellipsoids. Note that the loadings (in displacement form) in each direction have been applied such that they generate the same macroscopic strain. Because the elastic modulus in L direction is much higher than the elastic moduli in T and TT directions, $\sigma_z$ induced under the loading in L (or z) direction is on average much higher than $\sigma_x$ induced under the loading in T (or x) direction and $\sigma_y$ induced under the loading in TT (or y) direction. Expectedly, the mean and median of normal stresses in the directions
other than the direction of loading are near zero, but the standard deviation is still considerable. When the models (both actual and equivalent) are loaded in T and TT directions, there are few elements that experience high stresses (i.e. in the same order of magnitude of the mean stress in the direction of loading) along the directions orthogonal to the loading direction. This issue is not evident when the loading is along L direction, because the elastic modulus (and consequently the induced stresses) in this direction is much higher than the ones in T and TT directions.

Comparing the stresses in actual models with equivalent models, the means and medians are very close but the maximum values differ. When the models are loaded in L and TT directions, the maximum values of all three normal stresses in actual models are larger than that of the equivalent models. But with the loading in T direction, the equivalent models experience larger maximum stresses. The reason of this bias is not currently clear. Instead of the maximum value which is a very sensitive measure, the 95th percentile would be a more consistent measure. Table 3.3 compares 95th percentile of the maximum principal stresses ($\sigma_3$) in actual and equivalent models for all three loading scenarios. The corresponding values seem sufficiently close.

Table 3.3. 95th percentile of the maximum principal stresses in actual and equivalent models for all three loading scenarios (all values in MPa)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Load Direction</th>
<th>95th percentile of $\sigma_3$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Actual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>-7.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TT</td>
<td>-4.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>-161.26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The distributions of principal stresses in actual and equivalent models have been illustrated in Figs. 3.10, 3.11 and 3.12. In all six simulations, the distribution of major principal stress ($\sigma_3$) is almost similar to the distribution of the normal stress along the direction of loading. This fact shows that the stress multiaxiality at the tip of voids and equivalent ellipsoids is not that much to be able to influence the principal
stresses. Comparing the two representations of voids, the distributions of principal stresses look alike when the models are loaded in TT and L directions. But when the loading is along T direction the distributions of principal stresses do not follow the pattern observed under the other two loading scenarios. In this case, the maximums of principal stresses are strangely larger in equivalent models than that of the actual models. Table 3.3 showed that this problem is due to the sensitivity of maximum values of stresses and it will be solved if the 95th percentile of stresses are taken into consideration instead.

As Figs. 3.13, 3.14 and 3.15 display, the all three types of shear stresses calculated in the six simulations have been distributed about zero and their maximums are not large enough to be taken into consideration. The only exception is $\sigma_{xy}$ in the equivalent model loaded in T direction the maximums of which are of the same order as the average of maximum normal stress ($\sigma_x$). All in all, one should not expect large shear stresses when PSL models are loaded uniaxially along the material directions.

The important statistical properties of the element stresses in both actual and equivalent models have been gathered in Tables 3.4, 3.5 and 3.6. In all six simulations, the means and medians of all types of stresses almost match. Under the loading in TT and L directions, the standard deviations of all types of stresses in actual models are larger than that of the equivalent models. This is the effect of the sharp void tips in actual models compared to the smooth tips of equivalent ellipsoids. But the strange case is the loading in T direction when the variability of the stresses in equivalent model is more than that of the actual model.

3.4.4 Stress multiaxiality factor

The stress multiaxiality factor can be calculated by the Equation 3.6 [37].
Table 3.4. Statistics of the element stresses when actual and equivalent models have been loaded in T direction (all values in MPa)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>St. Dev.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Actual-σₓ</td>
<td>-8.29</td>
<td>-8.33</td>
<td>1.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equivalent-σₓ</td>
<td>-7.48</td>
<td>-7.71</td>
<td>2.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actual-σᵧ</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equivalent-σᵧ</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actual-σz</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equivalent-σz</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actual-τₓᵧ</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equivalent-τₓᵧ</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
<td>0.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actual-τₓₓ</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equivalent-τₓₓ</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actual-τₓᵧ</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equivalent-τₓᵧ</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actual-σ₁</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equivalent-σ₁</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actual-σ₂</td>
<td>-0.10</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equivalent-σ₂</td>
<td>-0.19</td>
<td>-0.04</td>
<td>0.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actual-σ₃</td>
<td>-8.31</td>
<td>-8.34</td>
<td>1.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equivalent-σ₃</td>
<td>-7.56</td>
<td>-7.74</td>
<td>2.18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[ q = \frac{σ_v}{σ_h} \] (3.6)

where \(σ_v\) and \(σ_h\) are Von Mises (or effective) and hydrostatic stresses respectively defined by the following equations:

\[ σ_v = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}}\left\{(σ₁ - σ₂)^2 + (σ₁ - σ₃)^2 + (σ₂ - σ₃)^2\right\}^{\frac{1}{2}} \] (3.7)

\[ σ_h = \frac{σ₁ + σ₂ + σ₃}{3} \] (3.8)

Based on equation 3.6, when an element is under uniaxial tension, \(q=3\), while under uniaxial compression \(q=-3\). Under hydrostatic stress \(q=0\) and under uniform
Table 3.5. Statistics of the element stresses when actual and equivalent models have been loaded in TT direction (all values in MPa)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>St. Dev.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Actual-(\sigma_x)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equivalent-(\sigma_x)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actual-(\sigma_y)</td>
<td>-7.58</td>
<td>-7.67</td>
<td>2.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equivalent-(\sigma_y)</td>
<td>-7.85</td>
<td>-7.97</td>
<td>1.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actual-(\sigma_z)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equivalent-(\sigma_z)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actual-(\tau_{xy})</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>0.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equivalent-(\tau_{xy})</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
<td>0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actual-(\tau_{xz})</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equivalent-(\tau_{xz})</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actual-(\tau_{yz})</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equivalent-(\tau_{yz})</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actual-(\sigma_1)</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equivalent-(\sigma_1)</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actual-(\sigma_2)</td>
<td>-0.16</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
<td>0.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equivalent-(\sigma_2)</td>
<td>-0.15</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
<td>0.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actual-(\sigma_3)</td>
<td>-7.65</td>
<td>-7.68</td>
<td>2.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equivalent-(\sigma_3)</td>
<td>-7.89</td>
<td>-7.98</td>
<td>1.84</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

torsion \(q\) approaches the infinity [37]. This factor has been used in [37] to find the least resistant part of material around a crack tip and find the most probable crack propagation path. In this study, the attention is on the possibility of production of stresses in the directions other than the direction of loading. Figure 3.16 shows the distributions of multiaxiality factors within the elements in the actual and equivalent models with the uniaxial compressive loadings in three material directions. In all simulations, the majority of elements experience a uniaxial compressive stress accompanied with much smaller normal and shear stresses of other types. With the loading in \(T\) and \(TT\) directions, the values of multiaxiality factor in a few elements are very high (i.e. orders of magnitude larger than the uniaxial tensile value of 3), it means that the shear stresses are the controlling stresses in these elements. Since there are not many of these elements, one can conclude that the controlling stress state in both actual and equivalent models under all three types of loading is uniaxial.
Table 3.6. Statistics of the element stresses when actual and equivalent models have been loaded in L direction (all values in MPa)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>St. Dev.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Actual-(\sigma_x)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equivalent-(\sigma_x)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actual-(\sigma_y)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equivalent-(\sigma_y)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actual-(\sigma_z)</td>
<td>-169.41</td>
<td>-170.21</td>
<td>9.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equivalent-(\sigma_z)</td>
<td>-169.94</td>
<td>-170.21</td>
<td>6.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actual-(\tau_{xy})</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equivalent-(\tau_{xy})</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actual-(\tau_{xz})</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
<td>1.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equivalent-(\tau_{xz})</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-0.04</td>
<td>1.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actual-(\tau_{yz})</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>1.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equivalent-(\tau_{yz})</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actual-(\sigma_1)</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equivalent-(\sigma_1)</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actual-(\sigma_2)</td>
<td>-0.11</td>
<td>-0.04</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equivalent-(\sigma_2)</td>
<td>-0.09</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actual-(\sigma_3)</td>
<td>-169.43</td>
<td>-170.21</td>
<td>9.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equivalent-(\sigma_3)</td>
<td>-169.95</td>
<td>-170.21</td>
<td>6.16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

and the stress multiaxiality is negligible. It is important not to mix up the question of multiaxiality with the question of stress concentration. The stress concentration (here we are talking about the stress along the direction of loading) at the tip of the actual voids is still an existing issue (based on what was observed in previous section) and the ellipsoidal replacement can not fully simulate it.

Because of the variation of the material strength along the different directions of an orthotropic material, the stress multiaxiality factor is not able to provide a full insight about the problem of multiaxiality. Although the absolute value of the normal stress along the direction of loading in almost all of the elements is much more than the values of other stresses, the low strength of material in one of the directions other than the direction of loading may lead the failure to happen along that direction (here "failure" means that the stress-strength ratio overpasses 1).
To investigate this problem, the stress-strength ratios for all types of normal and shear stresses within the elements have been calculated to find out which stress would cause the first failure. Let us define the stress-strength ratio (SSR) by equation 3.9.

\[ SSR_{ij} = \frac{\sigma_{ij}}{S_{ij}} \]  

(3.9)

where \( i \) and \( j \) represent material directions \( x \) (or T), \( y \) (or TT) and \( z \) (or L); \( \sigma \) is the stress induced due to loading and \( S \) is strength (yield stress in case of compression) of material in a certain direction. For simplicity, in case of \( i = j \), the subscript \( ii \) will be replaced by a single \( i \).

Table 3.7 lists the values of strength of PSL strands (Southern Species group) in different material directions [4, 38, 21] and Table 3.8 shows the percentage of the failures occurred along each type of stress. In all simulations, more than 98% of the elements have failed along the direction of loading; therefore the multiaxiality is not a big issue in PSL. Even if the maxima of these ratios (i.e. the maximum of all the maximum ratios within the elements which the maximum ratio in the whole model) happen to be in a direction other than the direction of loading (it may happen, because the tensile strengths in T and TT directions are very low), we predict that this failure will be local and can not cause the failure of the whole specimen. To show the credibility of this prediction, more investigation should be done on this issue using nonlinear analyses.

To sum up this chapter, linear analysis shows that ellipsoidal replacement of actual voids in numerical models of PSL does not affect the effective elastic modulus and stress state of the composite material under uniaxial loading in any material direction. However, because of the smooth shape of ellipsoids, the stress concentration at the tip of ellipsoids is less than that of the actual void tips. Also, no influential stress multiaxiality state has been detected in any of actual and equivalent void models under any defined loading scenario.
Table 3.7. Strength values of PSL strands in different material directions ($x = T$, $y = TT$, $z = L$)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strength</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$S_x$ in compression</td>
<td>6.2 MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_x$ in tension</td>
<td>1.5 MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_y$ in compression</td>
<td>6.2 MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_y$ in tension</td>
<td>1.5 MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_z$ in compression</td>
<td>53.5 MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_z$ in tension</td>
<td>53.7 MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_{xy}$</td>
<td>9.2 MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_{xz}$</td>
<td>5.9 MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_{yz}$</td>
<td>9.2 MPa</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.8. Likelihood that the maximum stress-strength ratio within the elements corresponds each type of stress (all values in percent)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$SSR_x$</th>
<th>$SSR_y$</th>
<th>$SSR_z$</th>
<th>$SSR_{xy}$</th>
<th>$SSR_{xz}$</th>
<th>$SSR_{yz}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Actual-Loaded in x</td>
<td>99.57</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equivalent-Loaded in x</td>
<td>98.08</td>
<td>1.65</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actual-Loaded in y</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>98.60</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equivalent-Loaded in y</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>98.92</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actual-Loaded in z</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>99.85</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equivalent-Loaded in z</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>99.99</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 3.2. Distribution of the normal stresses in two models made of coarse and fine finite elements under compressive loading in TT direction
Figure 3.3. Distribution of the principal stresses in two models made of coarse and fine finite elements under compressive loading in TT direction.
Figure 3.4. Distribution of the reaction forces in actual and equivalent models under the loading in T direction

Figure 3.5. Distribution of the reaction forces in actual and equivalent models under the loading in TT direction
Figure 3.6. Distribution of the reaction forces in actual and equivalent models under the loading in L direction
Figure 3.7. Distribution of the normal stresses in actual and equivalent models under the loading in T direction.
Figure 3.8. Distribution of the normal stresses in actual and equivalent models under the loading in TT direction.
Figure 3.9. Distribution of the normal stresses in actual and equivalent models under the loading in L direction
Figure 3.10. Distribution of the principal stresses in actual and equivalent models under the loading in T direction.
Figure 3.11. Distribution of the principal stresses in actual and equivalent models under the loading in TT direction
Figure 3.12. Distribution of the principal stresses in actual and equivalent models under the loading in L direction
Figure 3.13. Distribution of the shear stresses in actual and equivalent models under the loading in T direction
Figure 3.14. Distribution of the shear stresses in actual and equivalent models under the loading in TT direction
Figure 3.15. Distribution of the shear stresses in actual and equivalent models under the loading in L direction.
Figure 3.16. Distribution of the stress multiaxiality factors in actual and equivalent models under the loading in three material directions.
CHAPTER 4

STUDY OF THE EFFECT OF VOID SHAPE ON NONLINEAR COMPRESSION BEHAVIOR OF PSL

4.1 Problem Statement

Linear analyses showed that if the ellipsoids with the same volume and moments of inertia replace PSL actual voids, the stress distribution and effective modulus of elasticity of material will not change considerably (section 3.4). However, because of the smooth shape of ellipsoids, the stress concentration at the tip of ellipsoids is less than that of the actual void tips. Nonlinear analysis can show more completely how the replacement of actual voids with equivalent ellipsoids will affect the mechanics of PSL. Since the material shows different behavior under compression and tension, it has been decided to study the nonlinear behavior of material in two stages. The first stage which will be studied in this chapter is allocated to compressive behavior. In the next stage/chapter, we will focus on the nonlinear tensile behavior of material.

Some compressive tests have been done on PSL material by Winans [6, 7]. The tests provide measurement of elastic modulus and yield stress of PSL material merely in longitudinal direction. There is now a good opportunity to, first, calibrate the models that include actual voids or equivalent ellipsoids and certify that the constitutive model and properties selected for the material work satisfactorily, and second, compare the results of analysis of the models that contain virtually generated voids with the experimental results and validate the numerical results. Winans’s tests have just covered the uniaxial longitudinal loading and there is no data available for the uniaxial loadings in transverse and thru thickness directions. To fill this gap, we tested
some PSL specimens under uniaxial compressive loading along T and TT directions and used the results to calibrate our simulation models.

For each void model (actual or equivalent) under each uniaxial loading scenario (3 uniaxial loadings in each material direction), 6 finite element models have been made and analyzed (3 pairs of corresponding actual and equivalent models have been taken from the same location in the parent billet and the other 3 pairs have been selected in a way that the void volume fractions match). Also, for each void model (actual or equivalent) under each biaxial loading scenario (3 biaxial loadings along each pair of material directions), 3 finite element models have been made and analyzed (the pairs of corresponding actual and equivalent models have been taken from the same location in the parent billet). Totally 54 simulations have been done in this stage of study.

It is good to define some terminology which will be used in this chapter. A scheme of the expected constitutive behavior of PSL material under compression is illustrated in Fig.4.1. This scheme is based on the hypothesis that PSL’s constitutive behavior should not be very different from that of solid-sawn lumber. $\sigma_c$ and $\epsilon_c$ represent compressive stress and compressive strain respectively. As shown in this figure, $\sigma_{yield}$ and $\epsilon_{yield}$ are respectively the compressive stress and strain at which the material yields (switches from linear elastic phase with elastic modulus $E$ to nonlinear plastic phase with varying plastic modulus). They are called ”compressive yield stress” and ”compressive yield strain” (since no yielding behavior is expected under tensile loading, they are simply called yield stress and yield strain). The maximum compressive stress which the material bears is called ”compressive strength” or ”compressive ultimate stress” and labeled by $\sigma_u$. The strain corresponding to the compressive ultimate stress is called ”compressive ultimate strain” ($\epsilon_u$). Note that this strain may be less than the maximum strain which the material experiences.
4.2 Experimental Approach

In 2008, Winans conducted experiments to measure the elastic modulus, compressive yield stress and compressive strength (which in his terminology means the maximum stress that the material can bear) of PSL in longitudinal direction [6, 7]. The tests were done on 25×25×76 mm PSL rectangular prism specimens the longest dimension of which was along the longitudinal direction. The loading was uniaxially compressive along longitudinal direction and displacement control. The results of this experiment are repeatedly used in the current investigation, but since the mentioned experiment did not cover the material properties in T and TT directions, we conducted another experiment, this time with compressive loading in T and TT directions separately, to complete the database of PSL compressive properties in all material directions. For each loading scenario, 6 tests have been done. The size of rectangular prism specimens is again 25×25×76 mm, but the specimens’ longest dimensions are along the direction of loading (T or TT direction depending on the loading scenario). Figure 4.2 shows the test setup and its schematic illustration.

In this new displacement control experiment, the rate of cross-head displacement was 1.25 mm/min (for both loading directions) and an extensometer was used for
Figure 4.2. Setup of the test conducted on $25 \times 25 \times 76$ mm PSL specimens and its schematic illustration (notice: this photo had been taken before the extensometer was placed)

strain capture. Figures 4.3 and 4.4 illustrate the PSL specimens used for testing with loading in T and TT directions respectively before and after the test. If we assume that the crack follows the ”weakest link” in the wood strands, the crack patterns in these figures show that the weakest link usually lies in the region between the closest voids to the specimen’s longest edge and the longest edge. The second candidate for the weakest link is the region between two voids that are significantly larger than the other ones (if there are such voids in the specimen). In most cases the wood strands (not the adhesive) in the weakest link have been fractured. The interesting point is that the cracks do not usually traverse the shortest path between a void and the closest edge (i.e. the cracks are not usually perpendicular to the loading direction), instead, they usually make an acute angle with the loading direction.

The results of tests are displayed in Fig. 4.5. The effective elastic modulus in T direction (on average 325 MPa) is more than that of TT direction (on average 131 MPa). The average strengths (ultimate stresses) are almost equal in this two directions (5.5 MPa in T direction and 5.7 MPa in TT direction); but the standard
deviation of measured strengths is much more in TT direction (1.6 MPa comparing to 0.4 MPa). The most important difference is that there are strain softening and hardening phases when PSL is loaded in T direction; but when it is loaded in TT direction, the stress-strain relationship is almost bilinear. These results (also presented in Table 4.1) will be used in simulations.

**Table 4.1.** Statistics of effective elastic modulus and compressive strength measured in the compressive tests

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measurements</th>
<th>Load Direction</th>
<th>T</th>
<th>TT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$E_{eff}$</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>325</td>
<td>131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>COV</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma_u$</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>5.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>COV</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>28%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The last question about experiments is whether the compressive strength measured here is really due to plastic deformation or it has been caused by buckling. In other words, is the test output compressive strength or buckling critical stress ($\sigma_{cr}$) defined by equation 4.1?

$$\sigma_{cr} = \frac{P_{cr}}{A} = \frac{\pi^2 EI}{(KL)^2 A}$$ (4.1)

where $P_{cr}$ is buckling critical load, $A$ and $I$ are column’s cross sectional area and moment of inertia, $E$ is material’s elastic modulus, $K$ is the effective length factor. In these tests, the gross area and moment of inertia of the specimens are $A = 625 mm^2$, $I = 32552 mm^4$; the measured elastic moduli are $E_T = 325 MPa$ and $E_{TT} = 131 MPa$; the length of each specimen is $L = 76 mm$ and, assuming the pinned-pinned boundary condition (which is conservative), the effective length factor is $K = 1$. With these inputs, the buckling critical stresses will be $(\sigma_{cr})_T = 28.9 MPa$ and $(\sigma_{cr})_{TT} = 11.7 MPa$ for the cases of loading in T and TT directions respectively. These values are greater
than the maximum stresses measured in the tests. Hence, buckling is not an issue for our experiments and the test outputs are really compressive strengths.

4.3 Material Properties and Finite Element Modeling

Like the linear analysis, the PSL material model in nonlinear compressive analysis consists of two phases, wood and void. The wood phase is considered elastic-perfectly plastic and orthotropic with elastic moduli $E_L=13000$ MPa, $E_T = 650$ MPa and $E_{TT}=650$ MPa in L, T and TT directions respectively. Note that these properties are just related to the strands, not the whole composite. These values are the same as the values used in linear analysis and section 3.2 explains how these values have been selected. Of course, the experiment showed that the elastic modulus of whole composite, and consequently the elastic moduluds of wood strands, in T direction is larger than that of TT direction; but since the only objective of current simulations is to compare actual and equivalent void models, using identical values for $E_T$ and $E_{TT}$ will not cause any problem. Poisson’s ratios are $\nu_{LT}=0.15$, $\nu_{LTT}=0.15$ and $\nu_{TTT}=0.09$.

The wood phase in the numerical models is elastic-perfectly plastic, therefore the compressive strength of wood strands is considered equal to their yield stress. In the section 3.4, the strengths of wood strands in three material directions have been listed in Table 3.7. Identical compressive strength values (taken from Wood Handbook [4]) are used here as the strands’ yield stress. Despite the fact that wood’s yield stress is less than its compressive strength, it has been set equal to the compressive strength here, because in this study the wood medium is assumed continuum and therefore the yield stress specified in the model should represent the yielding behavior of the combination of narrow wood strands and adhesive (which has higher strength than wood).

Hill’s failure criterion has been selected for plastic flow rule. This failure criterion is given by [1]:
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\[ f_{\text{yield}} = F(\sigma_{bb} - \sigma_{cc})^2 + G(\sigma_{cc} - \sigma_{aa})^2 + H(\sigma_{aa} - \sigma_{bb})^2 + 2L\sigma_{ab}^2 + 2M\sigma_{bc}^2 + 2N\sigma_{ac}^2 - 1 = 0 \]  

(4.2)

where \((a,b,c)\) are the material principal axes, and \(F, G, H, L, M, N\) are material constants given by:

\[ F = \frac{1}{2}(\frac{1}{Y_{bb}^2} + \frac{1}{Y_{cc}^2} - \frac{1}{Y_{aa}^2}) \]  

(4.3)

\[ G = \frac{1}{2}(\frac{1}{Y_{cc}^2} + \frac{1}{Y_{aa}^2} - \frac{1}{Y_{bb}^2}) \]  

(4.4)

\[ H = \frac{1}{2}(\frac{1}{Y_{aa}^2} + \frac{1}{Y_{bb}^2} - \frac{1}{Y_{cc}^2}) \]  

(4.5)

\[ L = \frac{1}{2Y_{ab}^2} \]  

(4.6)

\[ M = \frac{1}{2Y_{bc}^2} \]  

(4.7)

\[ N = \frac{1}{2Y_{ac}^2} \]  

(4.8)

where \(Y_{aa}, Y_{bb}, Y_{cc}\) are the yield stresses in the material directions \(a, b, c\) and \(Y_{ab}, Y_{ac}, Y_{bc}\) are the yield stresses for pure shear in the planes \((a,b), (a,c),\) and \((b,c)\).

Equation 4.2 is a quadratic expression of stresses that represents a governing energy for yielding of orthotropic materials. The Hill criterion is therefore considered
an extended form of distortion-energy criterion of von Mises. The most important difference between these two criteria is that the linear terms have been omitted in Hill’s criterion to imply that a hydrostatic state of stress does not influence yielding [16]. It will be shown in section 4.4 that this failure criterion can simulate the plastic failure of PSL material favorably.

Two general loading scenarios have been utilized in this investigation. The first one is uniaxial compressive loading along each of the material directions (Fig. 3.1); and the second one is biaxial compressive loading along two material directions (Fig.4.6). The first loading scenario have been conducted for each of the three uniaxial loading cases separately on orthotropic 25×25×76 mm PSL models (the model’s longest side is always along the direction of loading). They are displacement control with the total displacement of 1 mm (total strain of 1.3%). The second loading scenario has also three cases: loading in L+T, L+TT and T+TT directions. The size of models are 25×51×51 mm the two 51 mm dimensions of which are along two loading directions. In the case of loading along T or TT directions, the total applied displacement is 0.7 mm (1.4% total strain), but the applied total displacement in L direction is 0.4 mm (0.8% total strain). The reason of this difference is that the elastic modulus in L direction is much larger than that of T and TT directions and therefore a small strain in L direction can cause large stress. Also, uniaxial simulations and Winans’s tests show that the yield and ultimate strains of PSL in L direction are smaller than that of other two directions.

Uniaxial compressive loading scenario is supposed to simulate the condition of PSL columns under gravity loads. This is a very common loading scenario that happens frequently in structures. Unlike uniaxial loading case, biaxial loading is rather rare (especially when both axial stresses in perpendicular directions are compressive), but important in PSL structural members due to their unequal strengths in different material directions. Biaxial state of stress is seen in beam-column connections when
the angle between beam and column is not 90° and therefore the load transferred from beam to column has two horizontal and vertical components (Fig.4.7(a)). The other possible case is when the beam connects eccentrically to a side of the column (Fig.4.7(b)). In this case, the connectors (such as bolts, screws or nails) that compress the beam to the column induce a horizontal stress in the column (that already bears vertical stress due to gravity loads). This horizontal stress is probably small comparing to the vertical stress due to gravity loads, but do not forget that the strength of PSL is also relatively small in that direction. In addition, the connectors may cause stress multixiality in their vicinity due to the combination of torsional and axial mechanisms. This can be another example for the biaxial state of stress.

The size of each 3D solid finite element is the same as the digital voxels, 0.25×0.25×4.02 mm in T,TT and L directions respectively. The investigation done on finite elements aspect ratio in section 3.3 showed that this element size is acceptable for the loadings in T and TT directions. No finite element has been allocated to the void phase.

The boundary conditions are only applied to the nodes at the base of each model. In all models, one of the base nodes is constrained along the three displacement directions and the other base nodes are just constrained along the direction of loading.

The size of PSL billet from which finite element models are taken is 110×120×600 mm. For each of the six loading cases (three uniaxial and three biaxial), three models of actual voids and three models of equivalent ellipsoids have been analyzed (totally 18 models for uniaxial loading and 18 models for biaxial loading, each pair of actual and equivalent models selected from similar positions in the big billet).

Because of the problem of outlier ellipsoids (which was explained in section 2.5), it was decided to compare two sets of actual and equivalent models. In the first set, the corresponding void and ellipsoid models (three models of each) are taken from exactly the same positions (above mentioned positions). In this case, the void volume fraction of corresponding models may differ. In the second set, actual and
equivalent models (three models of each) are taken from different positions, but their void volume fractions are similar.

4.4 Results of Analyses

4.4.1 Uniaxial loading

Remember that because of the problem of outlier ellipsoids (section 2.5), at the same position in the parent billet, the volume fraction of voids and equivalent ellipsoids are not equal. In this section, it will be tried to see whether the equivalent void model works the best when the locations of models are matched or when the volume fractions are matched.

Figures 4.8(a), 4.9(a) and 4.10(a) help us to compare the behavior of actual and equivalent models taken from exactly identical positions in the parent billet. The positions of the lower left corner of the models used for the loading in T direction are $\times$: $(X_T=2.5 \text{ mm}, Y_{TT}=2.5 \text{ mm}, Z_L=25 \text{ mm})$, $\bigcirc$: $(X_T=13 \text{ mm}, Y_{TT}=64 \text{ mm}, Z_L=279 \text{ mm})$ and $\square$: $(X_T=25 \text{ mm}, Y_{TT}=48 \text{ mm}, Z_L=533 \text{ mm})$ in the parent PSL billet. The void volume fractions in actual models are respectively 1.6%, 3.4% and 2.5%; while in equivalent models, they are 1.8%, 1.6% and 2.3%. In the models used for loading in TT direction, the position of the lower left corners are respectively $\times$: $(X_T=5 \text{ mm}, Y_{TT}=5 \text{ mm}, Z_L=25 \text{ mm})$, $\bigcirc$: $(X_T=51 \text{ mm}, Y_{TT}=13 \text{ mm}, Z_L=305 \text{ mm})$ and $\square$: $(X_T=76 \text{ mm}, Y_{TT}=25 \text{ mm}, Z_L=508 \text{ mm})$. The void volume fractions in actual models are 2.8%, 2.8% and 4.2%; and in equivalent models are 2.4%, 1.9% and 2.7% respectively. And in the models used for loading in L direction, the position of the lower left corners are respectively $\times$: $(X_T=0, Y_{TT}=0, Z_L=8 \text{ mm})$, $\bigcirc$: $(X_T=51 \text{ mm}, Y_{TT}=51 \text{ mm}, Z_L=254 \text{ mm})$ and $\square$: $(X_T=64 \text{ mm}, Y_{TT}=64 \text{ mm}, Z_L=457 \text{ mm})$. The void volume fractions are 0.9%, 2% and 2.6% in actual and 0.7%, 1.3% and 2.7% in equivalent models respectively.
On the other hand, Figs. 4.8(b), 4.9(b), 4.10(b) show the behavior of actual and equivalent models when the corresponding models have similar void volume fractions but are extracted from different locations in the parent billet. For loading in T direction, void volume fraction in $\times$, $\bigcirc$ and $\square$ models are respectively 1.6%, 1.8% and 2.4%. Loaded in TT direction, void volume fractions are 2.6%, 1.9% and 2.8% respectively. And finally, void volume fractions in the models loaded in L direction are respectively 0.8%, 1.3% and 2.7%.

The models have not calibrated yet to be compared to experimental results. Therefore, we just compare actual and equivalent models here and leave the comparison of simulation and experimental results to the after the calibration stage. All mean and standard deviation values presented here are based on three samples. They are probably not very accurate estimates, but still good for our purposes. As figure 5.5(c) illustrates, the behavior of actual and equivalent models loaded in L direction match favorably. Even when the void volume fractions of corresponding actual and equivalent models are very different (e.g. $\bigcirc$ models in Fig. 4.10(a)), the yield and ultimate stresses are sufficiently close to be assumed similar. When the corresponding models are compared based on position, the mean and standard deviation of the strength (ultimate stress) of actual models are 51.1 MPa and 0.8 MPa respectively; while the corresponding values of equivalent models are 51.8 MPa and 1.2 MPa. The behavior of models is almost elastic-perfectly plastic (just for loading in L direction); hence we can assume that yield stress is the point where two inclined and almost horizontal lines intersect. The mean and standard deviation of the yield stress in actual models are 50.3 MPa and 0.7 MPa, and in equivalent models, they are 51.4 MPa and 1.3 MPa. If we compare the models based on the void volume fraction, the mean yield stress and strength of actual models are 50.4 MPa and 51.2 MPa and their standard deviations are respectively 0.7 MPa and 0.8 MPa. For equivalent models, the corresponding values are respectively 51.4 MPa, 51.8 MPa, 1.3 MPa and 1.2 MPa. All
these values as well as the overall nonlinear behavior shown in Fig. 5.5(c) confirm that when the compressive loading is in L direction, ellipsoidal representation of voids is acceptable. This finding becomes more important when we consider the fact that PSL is usually designed to be loaded in L direction (because the strength of material in this direction is much more than that of the other two directions).

As for the loading in T and TT directions, the differences between the strength (and also yield stress) of corresponding actual and equivalent models is significant. The surprising point is that in the case of similar void volume fractions (Figs. 4.8(b) and 4.9(b)), the yield stresses and strengths of actual models are larger than that of equivalent models (there is just one exception: yield stress of × model in Fig. 4.9(b)). Even in some cases when the void volume fraction of actual model is higher than that of equivalent model, the strength of actual model is still higher (□ models in Figs. 4.8(a) and 4.9(a)). This is not what we expected. It was expected that the smooth shape of ellipsoids led in lower stress concentration and consequently higher total strength; but the output was the other way around.

Loading in T direction and comparing based on void volume fraction, the mean and standard deviation of strength are 5.2 MPa and 0.1 MPa in actual models and 4.5 MPa and 0.5 MPa in equivalent models. The same statistical parameters for yield stresses are respectively 5.1 MPa, 0.2 MPa, 4.3 MPa and 0.5 MPa. There is about 15% difference between average yield stress and strength obtained from actual models and equivalent models. Also, the standard deviation (therefore the variability) of stresses is higher in equivalent models. But if the position of models are considered, the average values are much closer (However, it seems to be accidental). The mean yield stress and strength of actual models are both 4.6 MPa and their standard deviation are similarly 0.9 MPa. In equivalent models, mean yield stress is 4.3 MPa and mean strength is 4.5 MPa. Standard deviations are both 0.5 MPa. Note that for loading in
T and TT directions, the 0.2% offset yield strain method was used to calculate the yield stress of model [31].

Loading in TT direction and comparing based on void volume fraction, in actual models, average yield stress and strength are 4.3 MPa and 4.6 MPa and their corresponding standard deviations are 0.6 MPa and 0.5 MPa. The same statistical parameters in equivalent models are 4.0 MPa, 4.0 MPa, 0.6 MPa and 0.6 MPa. This is 15% difference in strength and 8% difference in yield stress. When the models are compared based on their position, the mean yield stress and strength in actual models are 3.8 MPa and 4.1 MPa, and in equivalent models are 4.0 MPa and 4.0 MPa. The corresponding standard deviations are respectively 0.4 MPa, 0.4 MPa, 0.6 MPa and 0.6 MPa.

Table 4.2 summarizes the analyses results about yield and ultimate stresses for all void models and loadings. So far, the effort was on the comparison of actual and equivalent models based on their position or void volume fraction. But the values presented in Table 4.2 invite us to compare the two void models in a slightly different way. Perhaps the void volume fraction is not as important as void shape and should be disregarded. No matter what the void volume fraction is, the average yield and ultimate stresses in corresponding equivalent models are the same. It seems to be better to disregard matching position or void volume fraction and compare the average of yield and ultimate stresses obtained from 6 actual and 6 equivalent models simulated under each loading scenario. In this way, the mean yield stresses in T direction for actual and equivalent models are respectively 4.9 MPa and 4.3 MPa (12% difference) and the mean ultimate stresses in the same direction are 4.9 MPa and 4.5 MPa (8% difference). In TT direction, actual and equivalent models have the mean yield stresses of 4.1 MPa and 4.0 MPa (2% difference) and the mean ultimate stresses of 4.4 MPa and 4.0 MPa (9% difference). Finally, in L direction, the mean yield stresses in actual and equivalent models are 50.4 MPa and 51.4 MPa.
(2% difference) and the mean ultimate stresses are 51.2 MPa and 51.8 MPa (1% difference). Except for the case of yield stress in T direction, all differences are less than 10% and considered small. The conclusion is that ellipsoids can be rather good replacements for actual void shapes in the models loaded uniaxially in compression.

**Table 4.2.** Mean yield and ultimate stresses of actual and equivalent models matched pair to pair based on position in the parent billet or void volume fraction under uniaxial compressive loadings in three material directions (All values in MPa)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Load Direction</th>
<th>same position</th>
<th>same void volume fraction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T yield stress</td>
<td>4.6 4.3</td>
<td>5.1 4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T ultimate stress</td>
<td>4.6 4.5</td>
<td>5.2 4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TT yield stress</td>
<td>3.8 4.0</td>
<td>4.3 4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TT ultimate stress</td>
<td>4.1 4.0</td>
<td>4.6 4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L yield stress</td>
<td>50.3 51.4</td>
<td>50.4 51.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L ultimate stress</td>
<td>51.1 51.8</td>
<td>51.2 51.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4.4.2 Biaxial loading

In this set of simulations, corresponding actual and equivalent models are categorized just based on their position. For loading along T+L directions, three pairs of actual and equivalent models have been taken from these positions: \( \times : (X_T=5 \text{ mm}, Y_{TT}=5 \text{ mm}, Z_L=25 \text{ mm}), \odot : (X_T=25 \text{ mm}, Y_{TT}=51 \text{ mm}, Z_L=229 \text{ mm}), \Box : (X_T=51 \text{ mm}, Y_{TT}=76 \text{ mm}, Z_L=533 \text{ mm}) \). The void volume fractions in actual models are respectively 1.8%, 3.4% and 2.2%. In equivalent models they are respectively 3.7%, 2.6% and 1.7%. When loading is in TT+L directions, the positions are: \( \times : (X_T=5 \text{ mm}, Y_{TT}=5 \text{ mm}, Z_L=51 \text{ mm}), \odot : (X_T=51 \text{ mm}, Y_{TT}=25 \text{ mm}, Z_L=279 \text{ mm}), \Box : (X_T=76 \text{ mm}, Y_{TT}=51 \text{ mm}, Z_L=533 \text{ mm}) \). Actual models contain 0.9%, 1.8% and 2.6% void; while their corresponding equivalent models contain 0.8%, 1.6% and 1.1% void. As loads are applied in T+TT directions, models are taken from \( \times : (X_T=51 \text{ mm}, Y_{TT}=51 \text{ mm}, Z_L=521 \text{ mm}), \odot : (X_T=25 \text{ mm}, Y_{TT}=25 \text{ mm}, Z_L=229 \text{ mm}), \Box : (X_T=13 \text{ mm}, Z_L=533 \text{ mm}) \).
$Y_{TT}=13$ mm, $Z_L=178$ mm). Void volume fractions are 2.5%, 3.4% and 2.1% in actual models and 1%, 1.7% and 1% in equivalent models.

The results of simulations under biaxial loading are very interesting. For the first time in the analytical part of this research on PSL we saw softening behavior (Figs. 4.11(a) and 4.12(a)). The material (wood strands) constitutive model is still elastic-perfectly plastic. Since no softening behavior has been seen in uniaxial simulations, the cause of softening is most probably the interaction of stresses (Poisson’s effect). When the model is loaded biaxially in L-T or L-TT directions, the induced stresses in L direction are much larger than the stresses in the perpendicular directions. Also the Poisson’s ratios in L-T and L-TT planes are rather large (0.15). Therefore, the longitudinal axial stress interacts with the axial stress in T or TT direction (based on the direction of loading), causes the reduction in the ultimate stress of PSL material in T or TT direction and results in softening.

The other considerable point about biaxial loading is that except for the $O$ case in T+L loading, the difference in behavior between actual and equivalent models is really negligible (Figs. 4.11, 4.12, 4.13). Note that void volume fractions are different and even more consistency is expected for the same fractions. One can safely replace an actual model with the corresponding equivalent model and get sufficiently precise results under biaxial loading.

Another interesting point is that although the strands yield stresses (and strength) in T and TT directions are both 6.2 MPa and the material models are elastic-perfectly plastic, stresses induced by the loading in T+TT directions have reached 8 MPa and tend to increase if bigger displacement is applied (Fig. 4.13). It seems that Poisson’s effect here acts positively and results in the strength increase.

Here is an explanation that why biaxial state of stress (and Poisson’s effect) cause softening in the case of loading in T+L and TT+L directions, but hardening in the case of loading in T+TT directions. Consider Equation 4.2 in which directions $a,
$b, c$ are respectively $X$ (or $T$), $Y$ (or $TT$), $Z$ (or $L$) directions. $Y_{aa}, Y_{bb}, Y_{cc}$ have been assumed equal to $S_x=6.2$ MPa, $S_y=6.2$ MPa, $S_z=53.3$ MPa (Table 3.7). It was shown in section 3.4 that the stress multiaxiality is negligible if PSL is loaded uniaxially. Let us assume this finding also holds for the case of biaxial loading. Thus, under biaxial loading, all shearing stresses as well as the normal stress in the unloaded direction are zero. Loading in $T+L$ directions, $f_{yield}$ becomes:

$$f_{yield} = \frac{\sigma_X^2 + \sigma_Z^2 - \sigma_X\sigma_Z}{53.5^2} + \frac{(\sigma_X - \sigma_Z)^2}{6.2^2} - 1$$

(4.9)

The first term in Equation 4.9 is much smaller than the second term (because it has a much larger denominator), so, let us drop the first term and assume:

$$f_{yield} = \frac{(\sigma_X - \sigma_Z)^2}{6.2^2} - 1$$

(4.10)

With the same reasoning, if the model is loaded uniaxially in $T$ direction, the approximate Hill’s yield function will be:

$$f_{yield} = \frac{\sigma_X^2}{6.2^2} - 1$$

(4.11)

Since $E_L$ is 20 times of $E_T$, the change in $\sigma_Z$ ($\Delta\sigma_Z$) in each loading step is much larger than the change in $\sigma_X$ ($\Delta\sigma_X$). Remember that this analysis is displacement control and in fact, in each loading step, certain displacements are applied in $T$ and $L$ directions. Also, the applied displacements in $L$ direction are always smaller than those in $T$ direction, but not 20 times smaller, they are about half of the displacement steps in $T$ direction. Hence:

$$\Delta\sigma_Z \approx 10\Delta\sigma_X \Rightarrow \Delta(\sigma_Z - \sigma_X) > \Delta\sigma_X$$

(4.12)
One can conclude from Equations 4.10, 4.11 and 4.12 that in the case of biaxial loading in T+L directions, \( f_{\text{yield}} \) approaches zero much faster than it does in the case of uniaxial loading in T direction. Therefore, comparing these two loading scenarios, model’s yield stress must be lower in T+L loading. Also, large value of \( \Delta(\sigma_Z - \sigma_X) \) causes softening in the model.

On the other hand, under biaxial loading in T+TT direction, the approximate Hill’s yield function is:

\[
 f_{\text{yield}} = \left( \frac{\sigma_X - \sigma_Y}{6.2^2} \right)^2 - 1 
\]  

But equal displacement steps and elastic moduli in loading directions result in:

\[
 \Delta \sigma_X \approx \Delta \sigma_Y \Rightarrow \Delta(\sigma_X - \sigma_Y) < \Delta \sigma_X
\]  

Therefore, hardening is predictable in case of loading in T+TT directions, because the change in \( \Delta(\sigma_X - \sigma_Y) \) is very small.

All in all, since: 1) the ellipsoidal replacement acts sufficiently good under the uniaxial loading in L direction (the most important loading scenario), 2) a proper consistency is seen between actual and equivalent models under biaxial loading, and 3) the material strength in T and TT directions is such low that even 15% difference of strength estimation means less than 1 MPa difference, we think that ellipsoids can replace actual arbitrary shapes of voids in modeling PSL under compression.

### 4.4.3 Calibration of model

Two material properties are important for uniaxial compressive loading in each material direction: elastic modulus and yield stress. Comparison of test and simulation results show that these two values have been properly chosen for L direction. The simulated behavior of PSL material shown in Fig. 5.5(c) matches Winans’s test output. Therefore, the determined values for elastic modulus of strands, \( E_L = 13000 \) MPa,
and yield stress of strands (also strength, because the material is elastic-perfectly plastic), \( S_L = 53.3 \text{ MPa} \), are acceptable. The mean yield stress and strain values of tested PSL specimens were calculated (using 0.2\% offset yield point) in T and TT directions. In T direction, the mean yield stress is 3.44 MPa and mean yield strain is 0.0127. The corresponding values in TT direction are 3.16 MPa and 0.0260. To fit the experimental values, the following material properties were selected for simulations: \( E_T = 375 \text{ MPa} \), \( E_{TT} = 150 \text{ MPa} \), \( S_T = 5 \text{ MPa} \), \( S_{TT} = 5 \text{ MPa} \). Two separate simulations, one under the loading in T direction and another one under the loading in TT direction, have been conducted on 25×25×76 mm models with void volume fractions equal to the average void volume fraction of parent billet (2.5\%). The simulation results have been shown in Fig 4.14. The curves fit properly to the experimental yield values. However, the strengths obtained from simulations in both directions are less than the tested strengths (5.5 MPa in T direction and 5.7 MPa in TT direction). Therefore, the models with strand properties presented in Table 4.3 can simulate the actual compressive behavior of PSL material in the working zone (i.e. linear zone). For nonlinear zone, hardening behavior should be added to the wood strands constitutive model.
Table 4.3. Calibrated values for wood strands’ compressive properties in an elastic-perfectly plastic constitutive model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$S_T$</td>
<td>5 MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_{TT}$</td>
<td>5 MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_L$</td>
<td>53.5 MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_{TTT}$</td>
<td>9.2 MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_{TL}$</td>
<td>5.9 MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_{TTL}$</td>
<td>9.2 MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_T$</td>
<td>375 MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_{TT}$</td>
<td>150 MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_L$</td>
<td>13000 MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\nu_{TTT}$</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\nu_{TL}$</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\nu_{TTL}$</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 4.3. Specimens used for uniaxial compressive test with loading in T direction
Figure 4.4. Specimens used for uniaxial compressive test with loading in TT direction.
(a) Loading along T direction
(b) Loading along TT direction

Figure 4.5. PSL stress-strain relationship in T and TT directions obtained from uniaxial compressive tests

Figure 4.6. A schematic sketch of finite element models of PSL made for biaxial nonlinear compressive analyses
Figure 4.7. Examples of biaxial state of stress at the position of connection of a beam to a column (Source: www.sefikbeydoner.com/wp-content/uploads)

Figure 4.8. Comparison of actual and equivalent void models under uniaxial compressive loading in T direction
Figure 4.9. Comparison of actual and equivalent void models under uniaxial compressive loading in TT direction

Figure 4.10. Comparison of actual and equivalent void models under uniaxial compressive loading in L direction
Figure 4.11. Comparison of actual and equivalent void models under biaxial compressive loading in T+L directions

Figure 4.12. Comparison of actual and equivalent void models under biaxial compressive loading in TT+L directions
Figure 4.13. Comparison of actual and equivalent void models under biaxial compressive loading in T+TT directions
Figure 4.14. Stress-strain relationship of the models calibrated to match the experimental data; Dashed lines have been drawn to locate the yield point using 0.2% offset method.
CHAPTER 5

STUDY OF THE EFFECT OF VOID SHAPE ON PSL NONLINEAR TENSILE BEHAVIOR

5.1 Problem Statement

Compressive simulations showed that if actual voids are replaced with their equivalent ellipsoids, the behavior of model will be acceptably similar. But since the behavior of wood under tension is very different from its behavior under compression (the former is brittle, while the latter is ductile), it is necessary to investigate if the ellipsoidal shape also works well in tensile simulations or not.

The tests conducted by Krupka on PSL [38, 21] can help us very much in this study. Krupka has done displacement control uniaxial tensile tests for all three material directions and also studied the size effect problem. The results of these tests will be used both for comparison with simulation results (as well as calibration of model) and size effect study.

Before starting the comparative study of void shapes, an appropriate model must be chosen to simulate the tensile behavior of wood stands. The software has an element removal option based on the allowable effective plastic strain (EPA) within each element. The point is how to determine the allowable effective plastic strain in each material direction. For this reason, unlike the compressive study in last chapter, it was decided to perform the calibration of numerical model before the comparative study of void shapes. In the calibration stage, it has been assumed that the elastic moduli of wood strands are the same in compression and tension, and the proper values for strengths and EPA of strands in different material directions have been determined.
To compare the void shapes, for each void model (actual or equivalent) under each uniaxial loading scenario (3 uniaxial loadings in each material direction), 3 finite element models have been made and analyzed (3 pairs of corresponding actual and equivalent models have been taken from the same location in the parent billet). Totally 18 simulations have been done in this stage of study.

Let us explain the terminology which will be used in this chapter. Based on the hypothesis that PSL’s constitutive behavior is similar to that of solid-sawn lumber, a scheme of the expected constitutive behavior of PSL material under tension is illustrated in Fig.5.1. \( \sigma_t \) and \( \epsilon_t \) represent tensile stress and tensile strain respectively. The material’s macro scale behavior is in linear phase until its sudden rupture (however, there may be local nonlinearities in meso scale). The maximum tensile stress which the material bears is called ”tensile strength” or ”tensile ultimate stress” and labeled by \( \sigma_u \). The strain corresponding to the tensile ultimate stress is called ”tensile ultimate strain” \( (\epsilon_u) \) that is also the maximum strain which the material can experience.

![Figure 5.1. A Scheme of the expected stress-strain relationship of PSL material under tension](image.png)
5.2 Material Properties and Finite Element Modeling

The elastic moduli are assumed to be equal to the values found in compressive simulations by calibration: \( E_T = 375 \text{ MPa}, \ E_{TT} = 150 \text{ MPa}, \ E_L = 13000 \text{ MPa}. \) However, the strengths of material under tension is different from the strengths under compression. These are the tensile strength looked up from Wood Handbook [4] and used in linear analysis (Table 3.7): \( S_T = 1.5\text{ MPa}, \ S_{TT} = 1.5\text{ MPa}, \ S_L = 53.7\text{ MPa}. \) Poisson’s ratios are assumed identical to the values selected for linear analysis: \( \nu_{LT} = 0.15, \nu_{LTT} = 0.15 \) and \( \nu_{TTT} = 0.09. \)

In reality, wood strands are brittle under tension, but in this study, they are considered elastic-perfectly plastic. Nevertheless, an important modification in strands’ constitutive model causes brittle behavior appear in macro scale in PSL models. Brittle behavior is modeled using ADINA’s ”element death upon rupture” option. Element death (removal) is automatically activated when rupture is detected at any integration point of the element. Here, rupture is defined as when the plastic strain of element becomes larger than the maximum allowable effective plastic strain (EPA). EPA is a positive value inputed by the user [1]. Note that EPA is the allowable effective plastic strain, not the total strain. In an incremental procedure shown in Fig.5.2 ,total strain increment \( (d\varepsilon) \) equals the sum of elastic strain increment \( (d\varepsilon^e) \) and plastic strain increment \( (d\varepsilon^p) \). Effective plastic strain increment \( (d\varepsilon^{ep}) \) equals the absolute value of plastic strain increment [16].

\[
d\varepsilon = d\varepsilon^e + d\varepsilon^p \quad (5.1)
\]

\[
d\varepsilon^{ep} = \sqrt{d\varepsilon^p d\varepsilon^p} \quad (5.2)
\]

When an element ruptures, the mass and stiffness contribution of the element will be removed from the model [2]. The loads will be redistributed based on the new
stiffness matrix and the stresses within each element will be calculated again. If any other element under the new state of stress ruptures, it will be removed from the model, the mass and stiffness matrix will again be updated and the loads will be redistributed. This procedures is repeated again and again until no element ruptures anymore and the whole model reaches the state of equilibrium.

As the simulations progressed, we were convinced that just one loading scenario was enough to decide about the accuracy of equivalent models compared to actual ones (the reason will be explained later in section 5.3). Loading is tensile, uniaxial and displacement control along the longest direction of each model. The sizes of models are identical to the sizes selected by Krupka in the experiment: \(51 \times 38 \times 15\) mm for loading in T and TT directions and \(102 \times 24 \times 15\) mm for loading in L direction. Based on the elastic moduli and strength of material in each material direction, the total displacement selected to be applied in T direction is 0.25 mm (0.5% total strain), but the applied total displacements in TT and L direction are both 0.5 mm (1% and 0.5% total strain respectively). Remember that tensile ultimate strains (that equals tensile strength over elastic modulus) defined for wood strands were 0.4%, 1% and 0.4% for T, TT and L directions respectively. That is why it is believed that the strain values defined to be applied on the model will ensure rupture.

Figure 5.2. Stress-strain relationship after a plastic deformation
The size of each finite element is the same as the digital voxels, 0.25×0.25×4.02 mm in T, TT and L directions respectively. As mentioned before, the investigation done on finite elements aspect ratio in the section 3.3 showed that this element size is acceptable for the loadings in T and TT directions. The aspect ratio should not make any problem when the model is loaded in L direction, because the longest dimension of each finite element is aligned L direction. No finite element has been allocated to the void phase.

Just like linear and nonlinear compressive uniaxial analyses, the boundary conditions are only applied to the nodes at the base of each model. In all models, one of the base nodes is constrained along the three displacement directions and the other base nodes are just constrained along the direction of loading (Fig.3.1 with this difference that the applied displacement is now tensile).

For each of the three loading cases, three models of actual voids and three models of equivalent ellipsoids have been analyzed (each pair of actual and equivalent models selected from similar positions in the big 110×120×610 mm billet). The tensile simulations showed that conducting more simulations on a set of actual and equivalent models with similar void volume fractions was not required.

5.3 Results of Analyses

5.3.1 Calibration of model

The report of experiment just includes the strength of PSL specimens under tension and does not provide any data about tensile stiffness of PSL. In this case, it is easier to assume that the moduli of elasticity in all three directions are equal in compression and tension. Wood Handbook [4] supports this assumption. Two other parameters, tensile strength of wood material and EPA, should be calibrated. Obviously, along each material direction, these two values differ from the corresponding values along the other two directions.
As the first step, to find the appropriate values of wood material strengths in three material directions, it is assumed that the material is elastic-perfectly plastic (along all directions) under tension without the "element death upon rupture" option activated (EPA is set to be zero). Yield stress values are the same as the ones mentioned in the previous section (let us emphasize that for elastic-perfectly plastic material, yield stress and strength are equal). For each loading case, one actual model with void volume fraction equal to the average fraction (2.5%) have been made and analyzed. Figure 5.3 depicts the models’ stress-strain relationship under the assumption of material elastic-perfectly plastic behavior. The average strength values of PSL specimens (with the same size as models) which have been measured in experiment are 0.9 MPa, 0.6 MPa and 52.1 MPa for T, TT and L directions respectively. Comparing tested values with the ultimate stresses (strengths) obtained from simulation, it is concluded that even when no rupture occurs (i.e. no element deletion in the simulations), the strength of PSL model in L direction is less than the experimentally measured value. Therefore, in numerical models, a larger material strength in L direction must be defined. The new value for $S_L$ is selected to be 80 MPa.

When the option "element death upon rupture" is turned on by selecting a non-zero value for EPA, the models show a very different behavior from what is seen in Fig. 5.3. In the first attempt, EPA is considered $10^{-6}$. When element removal is activated, ADINA does not let EPA be zero (in other words, when EPA is zero, element removal is automatically deactivated). Hence, to model material rupture right at the yield time, EPA should be very small value and nearly zero, but not zero. That is the reason for the selection of EPA=$10^{-6}$. Three models for each loading scenario have been made and analyzed. The void volume fractions are different, that is the main reason that models show different strengths under similar loading. The results (as shown in Fig. 5.4) are not good at all. Except case under uniaxial
loading in TT direction (which has low void volume fraction of 0.8%), all models become unstable very soon and therefore their strength is much less than what expected. EPA must definitely be increased. The following values are selected for EPA in different directions: $(EPA)_T=0.5\times\epsilon_{yield,T}=0.002$, $(EPA)_{TT}=0.5\times\epsilon_{yield,TT}=0.005$, $(EPA)_L=2\times\epsilon_{yield,L}=0.012$. Where $\epsilon_{yield}$ in each direction equals the wood strands’ yield stress (=strength) in that direction divided by its corresponding elastic modulus. The stress-strain relationships of the actual models shown in Fig.5.5 are the results of application of these EPA values. The average strength of models are respectively 1.0 MPa, 0.8 MPa and 49.1 MPa in T, TT and L directions which are 10%,

**Figure 5.3.** Stress-strain relationship of PSL models under tension when the material is considered plastic.
33% and 6% different from average experimental measurements. Although there is a considerable difference between numerical and experimental average strengths in TT direction, since the absolute value of this strength is rather small, it is not unreasonable to accept the material properties applied in the last set of numerical models as the calibrated properties. Table 5.1 lists the calibrated values of all material tensile properties required for modeling PSL under tension.

![Stress-strain relationship](image)

**Figure 5.4.** Stress-strain relationship of actual PSL models under tension when the allowable plastic strain is nearly zero
Table 5.1. Calibrated values for wood strands’ tensile properties in an elastic-perfectly plastic constitutive model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$S_T$</td>
<td>1.5 MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_{TT}$</td>
<td>1.5 MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_L$</td>
<td>80 MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_{TTT}$</td>
<td>9.2 MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_{TL}$</td>
<td>5.9 MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_{TTL}$</td>
<td>9.2 MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_T$</td>
<td>375 MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_{TT}$</td>
<td>150 MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_L$</td>
<td>13000 MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\nu_{TTT}$</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\nu_{TL}$</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\nu_{TTL}$</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$(EPA)_T$</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$(EPA)_{TT}$</td>
<td>0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$(EPA)_L$</td>
<td>0.012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.3.2 Comparison of actual and equivalent models

Actual and equivalent models, the behaviors of which are shown in Fig. 5.5, are taken from exactly identical positions in the parent billet. The positions of the lower left corner of the models used for the loading in T direction are $\times: (X_T=2.5$ mm, $Y_{TT}=2.5$ mm, $Z_L=25$ mm), $\bigcirc: (X_T=13$ mm, $Y_{TT}=65$ mm, $Z_L=279$ mm) and $\Box: (X_T=25$ mm, $Y_{TT}=51$ mm, $Z_L=533$ mm) in the parent PSL billet. The void volume fractions in actual models are respectively 1.1%, 2.9% and 2.4%; while in equivalent models, they are 1%, 1.5% and 1.7%. In the models used for loading in TT direction, the position of the lower left corners are respectively $\times: (X_T=5$ mm, $Y_{TT}=5$ mm, $Z_L=25$ mm), $\bigcirc: (X_T=51$ mm, $Y_{TT}=13$ mm, $Z_L=254$ mm) and $\Box: (X_T=76$ mm, $Y_{TT}=25$ mm, $Z_L=521$ mm). The void volume fractions in actual models are 2.9%, 0.8% and 5.8%; and in equivalent models are 4.2%, 0.4% and 1.5% respectively. And in the models used for loading in L direction, the position of the lower left corners are respectively $\times: (X_T=2.5$, $Y_{TT}=2.5$, $Z_L=25$ mm), $\bigcirc: (X_T=25$ mm, $Y_{TT}=25$ mm,
and \( Z_L = 254 \text{ mm} \) and \( \Box : (X_T = 64 \text{ mm}, Y_{TT} = 64 \text{ mm}, Z_L = 457 \text{ mm}) \). The void volume fractions are 0.6%, 6.4% and 2.6% in actual and 0.7%, 5.6% and 3.2% in equivalent models respectively.

Like previous set of simulations with smaller value of EPA, most of the simulations with larger EPA also stopped due to instability before full defined displacement was applied. In almost all cases, at the macro scale, models are still in linear phase when they become unstable (It should be emphasized that this is not true for meso scale, since for element deletion to occur, plastic strain must occur). Under loading in TT direction, the strength (ultimate stress) of corresponding actual and equivalent models are almost equal. The average strength in actual models is 0.8 MPa and in equivalent models is also 0.8 MPa. Standard deviations are 0.6 MPa and 0.5 MPa respectively. Of course, because the number of simulations for a certain void model and loading scenario is just three, mean and specially standard deviation absolute values are not that reliable. But just for the sake of comparison relative to the statistical values other void model, they are acceptable. There is now enough evidence to show that ellipsoidal representation of voids acts properly under tensile loading in TT direction.

But this conclusion is not true for loadings along T and L directions. Figures 5.5(a) and 5.5(c) apparently show that the performance of equivalent models is very poor and in all cases the strength of actual models is more than that of equivalent models. The mean strengths in actual models are 1 MPa and 49.1 MPa as loading is along T and L directions respectively. The corresponding values for equivalent models are 0.7 MPa and 28.1 MPa, i.e. 30% and 43% lower. Even in the cases that the void volume fraction of an equivalent model is less than that of its corresponding actual model, again the strength of equivalent model is lower. Therefore, the simulations show that ellipsoidal representation of actual void shapes are not able to model the tensile behavior of material under loadings in T and L directions. The most important
loading direction is for sure L direction; so, it is reasonable to conclude that ellipsoids should not be used for modeling PSL material under tension.

![Diagrams showing tensile behavior](image)

**Figure 5.5.** Comparison of the tensile behavior of corresponding actual and equivalent models which are taken from identical positions in the parent billet.

One possible explanation for the discrepancy between T and L directions on one side and TT direction on the other side is that in most cases the smallest radii of ellipsoids are along TT direction. Therefore, the likelihood that TT stresses in the finite elements in vicinity of voids reach their yield stress is lower than the same likelihood for the finite elements in the models loaded in T or L directions. That is why equivalent models loaded in TT direction can maintain their stability more than the equivalent models loaded in T or L directions. In other words, the reason that
equivalent models are compatible with actual models under TT loading is that the dimension of the voids (actual and ellipsoidal) in TT direction is so small that the void shapes can not influence the stresses in the vicinity of voids. The bigger the voids’ dimension along the direction of loading, the more void shapes’ effect on the magnitude of stresses.
CHAPTER 6

PROBABILISTIC MODELING OF PSL MATERIAL UNDER COMPRESSIVE LOADING

25×25×76 mm models with calibrated material properties (Tab. 6.1) were loaded uniaxially under compression (displacement control along the longest direction of each model) and their behavior was compared to the experimental data. 15 simulations were conducted for each loading direction. As usual, there were three loading scenarios (uniaxial along each material direction) and the applied displacement in each scenario was selected based on the elastic modulus and strength of material in that direction. The total displacement selected to be applied in T direction was 5 mm (6.6% total strain), while the applied total displacements in TT and L direction were respectively 8 mm and 0.6 mm (10.5% and 0.8% total strain respectively). The size of each finite element was 0.25×0.25×4.02 mm in T, T and L directions respectively.

A set of virtual ellipsoids was generated to be used as void model in these simulations. The distributions of volumes, moments of inertia, orientations and locations of virtual ellipsoids are the same as that of actual voids. The aim of this investigation is to show that it is possible to make a PSL model including a random set of ellipsoidal voids and calibrate it in a way that the mechanical statistics of model match the experimental statistics.

Figure 6.1 shows the stress-strain curves obtained from Monte Carlo simulations. Statistics of the results of simulations have been compared with that of experimental data in Table 6.2. As mentioned in section 4.1, there is experimental data available for longitudinal compressive yield stress and strain of PSL which is presented by Winans.
Table 6.1. Suggested material properties for the calibration of numerical compressive models

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stiffness</td>
<td>$E_T$</td>
<td>375 MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$E_{TT}$</td>
<td>150 MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$E_L$</td>
<td>13000 MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\nu_{LT}$</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\nu_{LTT}$</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\nu_{TTT}$</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yield Stress</td>
<td>$S_T$</td>
<td>5.0 MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$S_{TT}$</td>
<td>5.0 MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$S_L$</td>
<td>53.5 MPa</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

et al.[7]; but there had been no data available for transverse and thru thickness mechanical yield stress of PSL before the tests conducted during this project (section 4.2). Statistics of all the mentioned experimental studies are presented in Table 6.2.

Table 6.2. Statistical comparison of yield stress (in MPa) of calibrated virtual ellipsoidal void models loaded under compression in different material directions with the corresponding experimentally measured values

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Loading Direction</th>
<th>Mean Yield Stress (MPa)</th>
<th>St. Dev. of Yield Stress (MPa)</th>
<th>COV (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$T$</td>
<td>3.32</td>
<td>3.72</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$TT$</td>
<td>2.92</td>
<td>2.51</td>
<td>1.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L$</td>
<td>52.0</td>
<td>50.4</td>
<td>8.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is not surprising if the standard deviations of experimentally measured yield stresses are larger than that of stresses calculated in simulations. Arbitrary shapes of actual voids have certainly more deviation than the smooth and adjusted ellipsoidal shapes. Therefore, that the coefficients of variation of experimental yield stresses measured under loadings in $TT$ and $L$ directions are respectively almost 2 and 7 times of their corresponding numerical yield stresses is expectable and justified. But the author does not currently have any explanation that why under the loading in $T$ direction the coefficient of variation of simulated yield stresses is much larger than that of measured yield stresses.
Figure 6.1. Stress-strain relationship of calibrated virtual ellipsoidal void models under uniaxial compression

Although standard deviations of stresses of experimental and numerical models do not match, the mean values are within 10% difference and therefore acceptable. It is very difficult to simulate voids with a smoother shape and also calibrate material properties in such a way that both mean and standard deviation of the resulting yield stresses match. Hence, it is reasonable to prefer matching mean values rather than standard deviations.

It should be emphasized that the material behavior in numerical models was elastic-perfectly plastic and therefore the post-yielding behavior of models does not
match that of experiments. The proposed material compressive properties in this study are good in design (pre-yielding) range.

To sum up, it was shown in this chapter that finite element models of PSL, that include virtually generated ellipsoidal voids (that have identical geometrical statistics with the ellipsoids fit to the actual voids) and assume PSL’s wood phase as a continuum medium with certain calibrated material properties, can simulate the average pre-yielding stress state of PSL specimens under uniaxial compressive loading along all three material directions. Especially, these numerical models are sufficiently accurate for the case of compressive loading of PSL material along the most structurally important direction, namely L direction. It is recommended not to be satisfied with the simulation of one or few virtual models and conduct a Monte Carlo simulation to obtain a decent strength range for a given specimen size and loading scenario.
CHAPTER 7
PROBABILISTIC MODELING OF PSL MATERIAL UNDER TENSILE LOADING

7.1 Problem Statement

The effect of void shape on brittle behavior of PSL material was studied in section 5.3. It was concluded that ellipsoids are not an appropriate replacement for actual voids when the model is under tension. A new model must be found to represent void structure when an arbitrary model of PSL is made for analysis. Since the material behavior is very sensitive to the shape of voids, it is reasonable to find a way to use the actual shapes. Grigoriu et al.[29] has worked on basically similar problem for modeling concrete aggregates and concluded that a Gaussian non-stationary random field defined by the sum of spherical harmonic functions with Gaussian coefficients is superior to the spherical harmonic functions of aggregate shape with random non-Gaussian coefficients. The interesting point in this paper for our purposes is that they had a library of 128 actual aggregate shapes obtained from the same material and used it to calibrate their models. This method is applicable for PSL voids. Since we have a very good database of PSL voids (containing more than 17000 voids), it is easy to make a void library that includes voids' lengths, volumes and mass moments of inertia. The important point is how one should pick voids randomly and put them in a model. Two methods of void random selection will be proposed in the following section.
7.2 Material Properties and Finite Element Modeling

The elastic moduli are again assumed to be equal to the values found in compressive simulations by calibration: \( E_T = 375 \text{ MPa}, E_{TT} = 150 \text{ MPa}, E_L = 13000 \text{ MPa} \). Poisson’s ratios are: \( \nu_{LT} = 0.15, \nu_{LTT} = 0.15 \) and \( \nu_{TTT} = 0.09 \). The tensile strengths in T and TT directions have been picked from Wood Handbook\[4\]: \( S_T = 1.5MPa, S_{TT} = 1.5MPa \); but for the reason explained in the calibration study in section 5.3, it was decided to choose a value larger than what was suggested in the Wood Handbook for the tensile strength in L direction. Now: \( S_L = 80MPa \).

Brittle behavior is modeled using ADINA’s "element death upon rupture" option. Rupture is defined as when the plastic strain of element becomes larger than the maximum allowable effective plastic strain (EPA). As explained in section 5.3, the following values are selected for EPA in different directions: \( (EPA)_T = 0.5 \times \epsilon_{\text{yield},T} = 0.002 \), \( (EPA)_{TT} = 0.5 \times \epsilon_{\text{yield},TT} = 0.005 \), \( (EPA)_L = 2 \times \epsilon_{\text{yield},L} = 0.012 \). Where \( \epsilon_{\text{yield}} \) in each direction equals the material strength in that direction divided by its corresponding elastic modulus. All these properties have already been listed in Table 5.1.

Loading is tensile, uniaxial and displacement control along the longest direction of each model. The sizes of models are identical to the sizes selected by Krupka in the experiment\[38, 21\]: 51×38×15 mm for loading in T and TT directions and 102×24×15 mm for loading in L direction. Based on the elastic moduli and strength of material in each material direction, the total displacement selected to be applied in T direction is 0.25 mm (0.5% total strain), but the applied total displacements in TT and L direction are both 0.5 mm (1% and 0.5% total strain respectively). These strain values are almost equal to the ultimate strains of wood strands in different directions (i.e. strands’ strengths in different directions divided by their corresponding elastic moduli), so, it is expected that these strains cause fracture in the model.

The size of each 3D solid finite elements is the same as the digital voxels, 0.25×0.25×4.02 mm in T, TT and L directions respectively. It was shown in section 3.3 that the aspect
ratio of these elements does not spoil the overall accuracy of model, but some large local stresses may be estimated less than their real values. In this stage of study, some models with more than 210000 elements have been analyzed, and it is not practical to increase the number of elements by decreasing the elements’ aspect ratio.

The boundary conditions are only applied to the nodes at the base of each model. In all models, one of the base nodes is constrained along the three displacement directions and the other base nodes are just constrained along the direction of loading (Fig. 3.1).

A side conclusion from the comparison of actual and ellipsoidal void models was that the number of simulations for each void model should be increased. In other words, more comprehensive Monte Carlo simulations are really required. To compare actual and random void models, for each of the three loading cases, 15 models of actual voids and 15 models of random voids have been analyzed (totally 90 models). Then, new Monte Carlo simulations were conducted on the models with different sizes to study the size effect. The details of size effect study will be expressed in section 7.5.

Random models are made by picking the voids randomly from the void library and putting them in random locations in the model. The question is how the void volume fraction should be selected for each random void model. In other words, how many voids with what volume should be put in each model? To find the distribution of void volume fractions in actual models, 48 longitudinal actual models (with the size 24×15×102 mm) have been selected from random positions in the parent billet. Figure 7.1 displays the histogram of the void volume fractions of the selected models. Among the known distributions, Beta distribution, the PDF of which is given by Equation 7.1, fits the best to the data.

\[
f(x; a, b) = \frac{\Gamma(a + b)}{\Gamma(a)\Gamma(b)} x^{a-1}(1 - x)^{b-1} \quad (7.1)
\]
where $\Gamma(z)$ is the Gamma function given by:

$$\Gamma(z) = \int_0^\infty e^{-t}t^{z-1} \, dt$$

(7.2)

The same investigation for transverse and thru thickness models concluded that Beta distribution fits the void volume fractions properly. Therefore, in the Monte Carlo simulations, the target void volume fractions will be selected randomly from Beta distribution. The calculated parameters of Beta distributions that best fit each type of models are shown in Table 7.1. With these $a$ and $b$ values, the Beta PDF will be defined in the interval of $[0, 0.08]$ that represents the range of 0 to 8% for void volume fraction.

![Image of a histogram with different distributions fitted to the data](image)

**Figure 7.1.** Histogram of the values of void volume fraction of longitudinal models along with the best three known distribution fitted to the data
Table 7.1. Parameters of Beta distribution that fit the best to the void volume fractions of different model types

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Model</th>
<th>Size (mm)</th>
<th>Beta Parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>51×15×38</td>
<td>4.89 174.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TT</td>
<td>15×51×38</td>
<td>3.26 121.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>24×15×102</td>
<td>3.26 121.28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7.3 Methods of random selection of voids

There are two ways to approach the question of random selection of voids from the void library. First method is to categorize the voids based on their size, find the contribution of each size category to the set of all voids in the parent billet, set a target void volume fraction for a computer model and fill the model with the voids taken from each category based on the share of that certain category until the target void volume fraction is reached. This method is qualitatively similar to the design of concrete mixture using aggregate with different size. If the methods are similar, their names can be similar too. This method is called random selection of voids based on "voids’ mix design". A short statistical survey shows that the voids with volume between 0 and 100 $mm^3$ make 21% of the whole void volume in the parent billet. These voids are called fine voids. The category of medium voids consists of the voids with volume between 100 $mm^3$ and 1000 $mm^3$ that represent 36% of the whole void volume. The remaining 43% of whole void volume include coarse voids with volume between 1000 $mm^3$ and 11000 $mm^3$. For example, if a model with 2.5% void volume fraction is to be made, 0.525% (=0.21×2.5%) of void volume fraction consist of fine voids, 0.9% (=0.36×2.5%) consist of medium voids and 1.075% (=0.43×2.5%) consist of coarse voids.

The second method has stemmed from the fact that when an actual model is taken from a random location of the big parent billet, the model’s voids are not categorized. In other words, there may be no or few voids of a certain size in an actual model.
Therefore, void categorization and mix design may not be an appropriate way of void selection. It makes sense to pick the voids fully randomly and without any mix design from the library and fill the model with voids until the target void volume fraction is reached. Our library has exactly 17065 voids, but coarse voids are just 1% of them (in number); hence, this method of random selection will most probably result in models with no or few coarse voids.

To investigate the effect of mix design of voids on tensile strength of PSL models, 9 actual models, 3 models for each loading direction, and 9 mix designed random models, again 3 models for each loading direction, with corresponding void volume fractions have been made. The number of voids in all 18 models were counted. Each × marker in Fig.7.2 represents a pair of corresponding actual and random models (i.e. an actual and a random model with identical void volume fractions). Figure 7.2 shows clearly that (#1) in most cases, mix designed models have fewer or equal number of voids than actual models (i.e. the ratio of number of voids in 7 out of 9 cases is less than or almost equal to 1). Since the void volume fractions of corresponding models are equal, in the mentioned cases, the mix designed models have larger voids than the actual models have. (#2) The regression line in Fig. 7.2 implies that as the ratio of number of voids in a random model to that of its corresponding actual model increases, the ratio of their tensile strengths also increases. Therefore, for a certain void volume fraction, the fewer the number of voids (i.e. the larger the voids), most probably the less the tensile strength of model. The conclusion from (#1) and (#2) is that void mix design method will most probably result in the underestimation of tensile strength.

It is worth to discuss about the equation of regression line here. Based on this equation, when the ratio of number of voids is 1 (in other words, when a pair of actual and random model have exactly the same void volume fraction and number of voids), the ratio of their strengths is more than 1. At the first glance, this conclusion
may seem wrong, but it is not. Let us not forget that voids have four sources of uncertainty: 1) volume fraction, 2) size, 3) shape, 4) location. That the volume fractions and numbers of voids in two corresponding models are equal rules out just first and second sources of uncertainty (Of course, it can be argued that even in the case of identity of void volume fractions and numbers, void sizes are not necessarily the same; but let us assume that they are); and the other two sources of uncertainty still remain. Thus, it is possible that even when the void volume fractions and numbers of voids in corresponding actual and random models match, their tensile strengths do not match.

Figure 7.2. Mix design of voids may cause the decrease in the number and consequently the increase in the size of voids. Correlation of the ratio of number of mixed designed voids over the number of actual voids to the ratio of strength of corresponding models is displayed.

7.4 Comparison of actual and random void models

For each loading scenario, 45 simulations (15 simulations on actual void model, 15 simulations on mix designed random void models and 15 simulations on not mix designed random void models) have been performed. Failure happens when the rupture of finite elements causes overall instability. In this study, the ultimate stress at
the time of failure (i.e. the peak stress that the model can bear) is called the strength (Fig. 5.1). The strain at the time of failure is called the ultimate strain. Means and standard deviations of the strengths and ultimate strains of actual and random models were compared to find out if random models can be an appropriate replacement for actual models. If the values of mentioned parameters in random models are within 10% difference of that of actual models, they are considered acceptably close. As Figs. 7.3, 7.4 and Tables 7.2, 7.3 show, under the uniaxial loading in T and TT directions, mix designed random models present a better picture of material strength and ultimate strain that the models without mix design; because the statistics of their strength and ultimate strain is close enough to the statistics of actual models. On the other hand, mix design method does not act well as the loading is along longitudinal direction. Figure 7.5 and Tables 7.2, 7.3 confirm that it is better not to design the mixture of voids when the longitudinal tensile mechanical properties of PSL are of interest.

Table 7.2. Mean strength (in MPa) and ultimate strain (in %) of actual and random void models loaded in different material directions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Loading Direction</th>
<th>Actual Strength (MPa)</th>
<th>Random Strength (MPa)</th>
<th>Ultimate Strain (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Actual mix design</td>
<td>Random mix design</td>
<td>Actual no mix design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TT</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>44.2</td>
<td>33.5</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.3. Standard deviation of strength (in MPa) and ultimate strain (in %) of actual and random void models loaded in different material directions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Loading Direction</th>
<th>Actual Strength (MPa)</th>
<th>Random Strength (MPa)</th>
<th>Ultimate Strain (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Actual mix design</td>
<td>Random mix design</td>
<td>Actual no mix design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TT</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>11.6</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 7.3. Comparison of actual and random void models under uniaxial tensile loading in T direction

It is hard to explain why mix design results in acceptable mechanical properties under the loading in T and TT directions but low mechanical properties under longitudinal loading. One possible explanation is that since the elements aspect ratio is almost 16 longitudinal units to 1 transverse or thru thickness unit, the stress concentration around large voids (which certainly exist in mix designed models, but may not exist in not mixed designed models) impacts the longitudinal properties more than transverse and thru thickness properties. Hence, mix design has affected longitudinally loaded models more than the other ones. Perhaps a smaller aspect ratio will have better ability to tolerate the effect of large voids.
Figure 7.4. Comparison of actual and random void models under uniaxial tensile loading in TT direction

7.5 Study of the effect of size on tensile strength of PSL

Size effect is usually much more significant in brittle materials than in ductile materials. As the size of material gets larger, the number of critical defects increases. The increase of vulnerability will lead to the augmentation of the chance of abrupt failure in brittle materials; whereas in ductile materials, more critical defects just cause more local yieldings which may not contribute considerably to the overall failure of material.

Three model sizes for each loading scenario were selected. To ease the investigation, the cross sections perpendicular to the loading direction remained unchanged.
and just the lengths parallel to the direction of loading changed. For uniaxial tensile loading along T direction, the dimensions of cross section of models are always TT=15mm and L=38mm; while these three transverse lengths were selected for the models: 38mm, 51mm, 76mm. The dimensions of cross section of thru thickness models are T=15mm and L=38mm and the selected lengths are 38mm, 51mm and 76mm. For longitudinal models, cross sections are T=24mm and TT=15mm and lengths are 51mm, 102mm and 152mm.
For each size, 15 actual and 15 random models were simulated. Based on the findings explained in the previous section, the transverse and thru thickness random models are mix designed, but the longitudinal random models are not.

Figures 7.6, 7.7, 7.8, 7.9 and Tables 7.4, 7.5 show clearly that: 1) the mechanical statistics of random models match that of actual models; and more crucially 2) both actual and random models are able to simulate the size effect, i.e. as the length of model increases, its strength and ultimate strain decreases.

**Table 7.4.** Mean tensile strength (in MPa) and ultimate strain (in %) of three different sizes of actual and random void models loaded in different material directions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Loading Direction</th>
<th>Length (mm)</th>
<th>Strength (MPa)</th>
<th>Ultimate Strain (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Actual Random</td>
<td>Actual Random</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>0.91 0.90</td>
<td>0.28 0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>0.82 0.86</td>
<td>0.25 0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>0.73 0.71</td>
<td>0.22 0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TT</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>1.05 1.00</td>
<td>0.78 0.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TT</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>0.94 0.95</td>
<td>0.70 0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TT</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>0.81 0.89</td>
<td>0.60 0.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>47.2 50.7</td>
<td>0.38 0.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>44.2 41.3</td>
<td>0.32 0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>33.4 36.4</td>
<td>0.27 0.29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 7.5.** Standard deviation of tensile strength (in MPa) and ultimate strain (in %) of three different sizes of actual and random void models loaded in different material directions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Loading Direction</th>
<th>Length (mm)</th>
<th>Strength (MPa)</th>
<th>Ultimate Strain (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Actual Random</td>
<td>Actual Random</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>0.30 0.15</td>
<td>0.08 0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>0.18 0.14</td>
<td>0.05 0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>0.17 0.17</td>
<td>0.04 0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TT</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>0.30 0.25</td>
<td>0.21 0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TT</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>0.31 0.25</td>
<td>0.22 0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TT</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>0.34 0.28</td>
<td>0.22 0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>10.3 10.5</td>
<td>0.08 0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>11.6 8.6</td>
<td>0.10 0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>11.7 5.0</td>
<td>0.09 0.04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Since the mechanical properties of these models are not calibrated with the available experimental data, we can just compare the rate of change of strength in numerical and experimental data. In other words, while the absolute values of numerically calculated strengths are not comparable to the measured values, one can still find linear relation between specimen’s (or model’s) strength and length for similar loading conditions and compare the numerically and experimentally obtained slopes.

The linear relationship between length and tensile strength in the natural logarithmic space is defined by the following equation:

\[ \ln(S) = A - ML\ln(L) \] (7.3)

where \( S, L, A \) and \(-M\) are respectively tensile strength, specimen (or model) length, y-intercept (constant) and slope (\( M \) is positive, therefore slope is always negative which makes sense).

If two specimens (or models) with lengths \( L_1 \) and \( L_2 \) and measured (or calculated) tensile strengths \( S_1 \) and \( S_2 \) are taken into consideration, the absolute value of linear slope is:

\[ M = -\frac{\ln\left(\frac{S_1}{S_2}\right)}{\ln\left(\frac{L_1}{L_2}\right)} \] (7.4)

The values of \( M \) (absolute values of slopes) were calculated for numerical data and compared to the experimental values reported in the literature [38, 21]. For each loading scenario, the strengths of all actual and random numerical models were considered as a dataset, and the regression line of their strengths versus lengths in logarithmic space was drawn (Fig.7.10). The slopes of these regression lines (\( M \)) were calculated and reported in Table 7.6. Numerical random models successfully simulated the size effect in transverse and thru thickness models. But random longitudinal models showed different pattern of size effect comparing to the experimental data.
Perhaps ADINA’s "element’s death upon rupture" option cannot precisely simulate the brittle behavior of PSL material (especially when the material is loaded along L direction). On the other hand, whether the method of element removal can do its job successfully or not, we should not forget that there are other features in PSL material (e.g. the strand angles or the defects within the strand) that can drive the brittle failure. These features have not been considered in our models; therefore, it is difficult to find a certain reason for the difference in the slopes of regression lines under longitudinal loading.

Table 7.6. Absolute value of the slope of the line that relates PSL tensile strength and length

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Loading Direction</th>
<th>Absolute Value of Slope</th>
<th>Experimental</th>
<th>Numerical</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TT</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7.6 Calibration of PSL models for tensile simulation

Although a calibration study has been already done for tensile simulations in section 5.3, as the number of simulations of actual models rose, the results of analyses (presented in the previous two sections) showed that the tensile strengths of numerical models do not match that of experimental models yet. Therefore, the mechanical properties which were selected for the numerical tensile models should be calibrated again. As mentioned before, there is no experimental data available about the tensile stiffness of PSL; so, it is reasonable to keep the stiffness properties which were measured by compressive tests. But there is sufficient experimental information for calibrating the tensile strength properties [38, 21]. Table 7.7 suggests appropriate tensile properties obtained from the comparison of numerical and experimental data.
Table 7.7. Suggested material properties for the calibration of numerical tensile models

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$E_T$</td>
<td>375 MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$E_{TT}$</td>
<td>150 MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$E_L$</td>
<td>13000 MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\nu_{LT}$</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\nu_{LTT}$</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\nu_{TTT}$</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$S_T$</td>
<td>1.65 MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$S_{TT}$</td>
<td>1.05 MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$S_L$</td>
<td>100 MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$(EPA)_T$</td>
<td>$0.5 \times \epsilon_{yield,T}=0.0022$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$(EPA)_{TT}$</td>
<td>$0.5 \times \epsilon_{yield,TT}=0.0035$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$(EPA)_L$</td>
<td>$4 \times \epsilon_{yield,L}=0.0308$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7.11 shows the results of Monte Carlo simulations on random void models with the input of calibrated material properties. Also, Table 7.8 compares the numerical calibrated mechanical statistics with the experimental statistics and confirms that the statistical data acceptably match and, this time, the calibration process has been successful.

Table 7.8. Statistical comparison of strength (in MPa) of calibrated random void models loaded under tension in different material directions with the corresponding experimentally measured values

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Loading Direction</th>
<th>Length (mm)</th>
<th>Mean Strength (MPa)</th>
<th>St. Dev. of Strength (MPa)</th>
<th>COV (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TT</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>52.1</td>
<td>57.6</td>
<td>9.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To conclude, because of inability of ellipsoidal voids to simulate mechanical behavior of the mesostructure of PSL under tensile uniaxial loading, it was decided to make a library of actual voids detected experimentally and use the same voids in simulations. Numerical models were made choosing the voids randomly from the void library. The random selection of voids were done in two ways: 1) based on the
statistics of void volumes in the parent billet (mix design method) which was shown to be practical for transverse and thru thickness models; and 2) fully randomly without any constraint which worked better for longitudinal models. Under all loading scenarios, the mechanical behavior of this new void model was consistent with the actual void model. Regarding the size effect, and compared to the experimental data, the random void model performed properly as the loading was along T and TT directions, but it was not sufficiently good under L direction uniaxial loading. Finally, a calibration study was conducted and appropriate tensile properties were proposed for the numerical models of PSL.
Figure 7.6. Comparison of three different sizes of actual and random void models under uniaxial tensile loading in T direction
Figure 7.7. Comparison of three different sizes of actual and random void models under uniaxial tensile loading in TT direction.
Figure 7.8. Comparison of three different sizes of actual and random void models under uniaxial tensile loading in L direction
Figure 7.9. Effect of size of actual and random void models on uniaxial tensile strength of PSL (×:small size, ○:medium size, □:large size). All stresses and strains are the mean values obtained from Monte Carlo simulations.
Figure 7.10. Size effect in numerical models in different material directions
(a) T direction
(b) TT direction

(c) L Direction

Figure 7.11. Stress-strain relationship of calibrated random void models under uniaxial tension
CHAPTER 8
CONCLUSION

The main objective of this dissertation was to characterize and model the mesostructure of 2.0 E Eastern Species Parallel Strand Lumber (PSL). This model is supposed to be used for a more comprehensive goal which is to generate a probabilistic constitutive model for PSL material. The mesostructure of PSL consists of wood strands, adhesive and voids. This project focused just on voids. PSL is both orthotropic and heterogeneous. In addition, even along each material direction, the tensile and compressive behaviors are fundamentally different; the former is brittle and the latter is ductile. These complicated properties make this material difficult to be modeled. Tensile, compressive and shearing behaviors must be investigated for each material direction separately. Also, the influence of sources of uncertainty (i.e. voids, adhesive and strength variability of wood) on the mechanical behavior must be taken into consideration. The compressive and tensile behaviors of this material were investigated in this project, while the shearing behavior was left for future work. The most important conclusions of this study are listed below:

1. This study shows that voids are important sources of uncertainty in mechanical behavior of PSL. With the assumption that the wood phase is continuum, homogeneous and orthotropic and by defining an appropriate void phase, we managed to make numerical models of PSL that, under unaxial loadings in different material directions, have approximately similar statistics of mechanical behavior that experiments have shown. A decent match between mean (and sometimes standard deviation of) mechanical behavior of numerical models and experiments has been obtained by
including models of the voids, and neglecting strand-to-strand variation and other defects. Nevertheless, there was much calibration that had to be done to get the agreement. Therefore, it is hard to conclude that the other sources of uncertainty (especially strand property variation) are unimportant. This characterization study is probably good for the PSL products made of other softwoods, but it may not be transferable to the products of hardwoods, because the void characteristics are highly dependent on density, strand dimensions, and manufacturing variables like pressure and heat.

2. There is no significant stress multiaxiality at the tips of voids (Let us emphasize again that this is under the assumption that grain angle of all strands are the same). This conclusion is important, because PSL is an orthotropic material and stress multiaxiality could make the behavior of this material even more complicated. Now, understanding and predicting the behavior of this material under different loading scenarios are easier.

3. Voids’ shape is much more influential on PSL’s tensile brittle behavior than on its compressive ductile behavior. Under the compressive loading, ellipsoidal voids can represent actual voids to ease the simulation. But the actual shapes of voids should be maintained to simulate the brittle behavior of material under tension.

4. In case that the simulation of mesostructure of PSL is of interest, this dissertation has presented good methods for the modeling of voids and appropriate mechanical properties for the assumed continuum homogeneous wood phase. As stated before, a PSL model including continuum wood with calibrated mechanical properties and a properly characterized void set can acceptably simulate the mean mechanical behavior of real material. For the compressive simulation, ellipsoidal voids can replace actual void shapes to ease the simulation. One can generate a set of virtual ellipsoidal voids following the geometrical distributions of actual voids presented in section 2.3 and make PSL models with any size. For the tensile simulation, the actual shape of
voids should be used. The easiest way is to make a library of the geometrical characteristics of actual voids, select the voids randomly from the library and put them in random locations in the model. The details of this method have been explained in section 7.3. If the proposed methods for void representation are employed, the calibrated material properties introduced in Tables 6.1 and 7.7 will be applicable for the continuum wood phase.

5. Most of the voids are considerably small with respect to the size of PSL structural members. Therefore, modeling the mesostructure of PSL for a real member size is very expensive (more than 200000 finite elements were used to model the mesostructure of a $25 \times 25 \times 76$ mm PSL specimen). Consequently, it is not practical to model the mesostructure of PSL when a large structural PSL member is simulated. Instead, PSL member should be considered continuum with this condition that the statistical properties of PSL material (mean, standard deviation and correlation coefficient of all mechanical properties) are applied as input. There is experimental statistical data generated by Winans [6, 7], Krupka [38, 21] and Amini (section 4.2 of this dissertation) available for such simulation. The data includes means and standard deviations of compressive yield stresses, tensile strengths and moduli of elasticity in different material directions of Eastern Species PSL. Note that the spatial variation of material properties in a large model has not yet been investigated.
CHAPTER 9
FUTURE RESEARCH

The subject of this research is broad enough to offer many other topics to be studied. Some important topics that can complete this research are listed below:

1. As mentioned in the conclusions, to scale up this work to a commercial product and model a large PSL member, the spatial variation of average material properties must be known. In other words, we should investigate whether the different points in a PSL member have correlated material properties; and if so, how we can introduce this correlation to models. Of course, one should also be very careful with finite elements’ size and size effect. The size effect study presented in section 7.5 will be helpful for this purpose.

2. The probabilistic constitutive properties proposed in this study are for uniaxial tension and compression. But they can also be used for pure bending. The material properties in the finite element software should be defined in such a way that when each element is under either tension or compression, it obeys the appropriate constitutive model. A code should be developed to define such constitutive model for commercial software.

3. Regarding material heterogeneity, the focus of this research was on voids. The other important source of heterogeneity is the mechanical property variation of the wood phase. The strength and stiffness of wood strands may vary from point to point due to grain angle variation and wood heterogeneity, and this fact should be taken into consideration in constitutive modeling of PSL. The research done by Clouston on the effect of strand properties variation [18, 22] along with the data presented in
this study about void characterization (section 2.3) could form a good baseline for a more complete study of PSL heterogeneity.

4. One important issue which was not investigated in this project is buckling. What if the buckling load of PSL (for a certain specimen/model size) is less than the yielding load? Of course, no sign of buckling was seen or detected in the experiments, and also, a short analytical study in section 4.4 showed that buckling was unlikely in our models. But since buckling is really of potential importance and it may be sensitive to the mesostructure (especially voids), it is worth to make some effort to discover the details about the buckling behavior of PSL in meso scale.

5. To complete the constitutive modeling of PSL, it is required to investigate the probabilistic shearing behavior of material. For sure the material orthotropy and heterogeneity affect the shearing behavior. Yang [54] has recently conducted an experimental research to find the statistics of PSL’s torsional properties. These results are very useful for the verification and calibration of numerical PSL models under shear or torsional loadings.
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